

















































Brian Yap struggles to 
yesterday. 







 term paper deadline 
the bleachers







Amphitheater as a 
makeshift
 desk in 
his 
harried
 race against 
the clock. 







 science instructor who
 spent two 
weeks
 in Israel last year, said 
that




 Professor Ellen Boneparth said 
Wednes-
* 
day, during a 
political
 science forum on opposition forces
 
in Israel, that the 
critics
 of the present conservative 
government view Israel's role 
in
 Lebanon as its first 
offensive 
war. The left-wing consisting of 
the Labor 
Party and the United Worker's
 party believe the govern-
ment






years of dominance by the Labor Party in 
leg-
islative affairs, Boneparth
 said, the conservatives 
took
 
control in 1977. Among the reasons 
were a dissatisfac-
tion with Labor
 caused in part by a lack a 
preparedness 
during the Yom 
Kippur  war in 1973, 
inflation
 and a poor 
balance of trade. 
Another  reason was 
Menachem
 Begin. 
"Labor had a lot 
against it in 1977," 
Boneparth
 said. 
Begin was a 
"charismatic"
 person with an 
image  as a 
tough guy who is 
humble, sincere and capable of 
stand-
ing 
up to the Arab nations,




re-elected,  Boneparth 
said,  mainly because of 
the 
Camp David
 peace treaty 
signed





"The right-wing is today 
holding a very small major-
ity," she said.
 
One of the 
biggest issues, Boneparth said, is the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip. She said the right-wing believes 
that because Israel took control 
of the areas in the 1967 
war, it 
should
 not give up the land. The left-wing does 
not  
want to absorb the two territories.
 




"The present government has put in 18,000
 settlers" 
in the West Bank, she 
said. The government is offering 
leisure time, 
good mortgages and recreation facilities, 
she said. 
"There is a real double
 standard in the territories 
now," Boneparth 
said.  The Palestinians receive harsher 
penalties 
for their crimes than do the Jews, she said. 
"If you were to ask me 'is Israel a democracy?' I 
would say yes. It is a democracy for the Jews." 
Boneparth said there could be many problems
 if a 
solution 
is not found soon. 
"I do have a concern that these factors without some 
resolution
 now, will be much more difficult 
to solve five 
years from now giving the present government's 
poli-
cies," she said. "It's a terribly 
polarized  society. There's 
very little political and economic 
interaction."  
During the
 forum, attended 









in Israel today. 
Many of the 
demonstrations  
have focused
 on the West 
















 threat  
By Ken Leiser 
A caller, identifying 
himself
 as 
a spokesman for the Chicano -Black
 
Liberation Front, phoned in bomb 
threats to 
both  SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton's office and to the Univer-
sity Police Department yesterday. 
The man 
said he was protesting 
the 




The man, who called himself 
"Mr. Garcia," said that a bomb was 
set to explode at the University Po-
lice station at 


















He spoke primarily of the dis-
missal of officers Leon Aguirre, 





lice information officer, said police 




obviously  just trying to 
get some notoriety for his point of 
view,"
 he said. 
Minutes after 
the first call to the
 
Daily, a man called 
again, asking an 
editor if he 
was the person to 
whom 
he had spoken
 with earlier in the 
day. 
When the editor said yes, 
"Mr.  
Garcia"
 began to recount the 
prob-
lems that Aguirre,
 Gonzales and 
Zeno had 




The caller was 
asked  if he had 
known any of 
these  officers. He 
re-
plied that "they 
came
 to me with 
By 
Karen  Woods 
Several trust
 funds for SJSU, 
started  by an alumnus,
 
contained 848,724 
as of October and 
the  alumnus, Chris 
Panopulos, is 
hoping  they contain $100
 
million in the year 
2070. 
"I wish we had a 
hundred of him, or 
at least a thou-
sand
 of him," said Glen 
Guttormsen,  associate 
executive  








 Guttormsen is on,
 in 
1968
 for the university.
 
The committee is 
composed  of Panopulos, 
Guttorm-
sen, Bob 
Baron,  ,f Davis
-Skaggs
 Co., a stockbroker
 firm 
in San Jose, Joe 
Mattos, a local 
attorney,  Pat 
Spooner,
 
vice president for 
Dean Whitter Co. in 
San  Jose, and 
George 
Sanderson, an SJSU 





the reason he started the 
funds, Panopulos 
said, was that "the 
legislature  is no longer Santa 
Claus."
 
He said that the state
 of California used to be the
 
number one state in supporting 
education,  but because 
"the money's
 not there from the California 
legislature 
cunplaints" 







call,  however, 
the
 caller said 
that he wasn't
 re-
sponsible  for 
the











who  are radicals" 
were  fashioning 
the bombs. The 
caller  said that 
these 
people called 
and  told him 
where the bombs were located. 
The caller 
said
 he was 
"not  into 
that  radical stuff" 
and that he would
 




what  other 
action 
the group 


































A class that was in 
session in 
Tower Hall was told of the 
threat  
and


























speculated  that the 
calls 
could have been linked
 with former 
University 
Police
 officer Eric 
Zeno's State 
Appeals
 Board hearing. 
The hearing 





 attempting to get his 
job 
back as a University
 Police officer. 
He was
 dismissed 







 and residing in a 





it's supposed to 













 said "One 
of the big reasons
 I 
started 











 had a 





 the colleges 
they attended. 
"Every 
dollar  I give to 
San
 Jose State has
 been 
matched by 
Westinghouse,"  he said. 
Panopulos started
 several different 
funds,
 one group 
for  the Alumni 
Association,
 of which he is a 
member,  two 
funds 
for the Humanities and 
Arts, two funds for the
 
Spartan 
Foundation,  and three 
long-term




 is not to be 
used by 
the  university











000, can have 
one-third of the
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graduate
 of 
































































































































 tie said Palau wants the 
United  States to 
use the island
 for military interests, 
including building 
bases or 
military manuevers and in 
return the United 
States would provide 
Palau with much needed
 funds. 
"The island itself is 
very strategically 
located.  It's 
pretty  close to the 
Phillipines
 and Southeast Asia 
and  
that 
is the reason why the 
United States government
 
feels that it is 
important for them 
militarily,  to secure 
that area,"
 Shmull said. 
"At  the moment 
we
 are still 
negotiating with the United States." 
Shmull said 
the island doesn't 
have much capital 
and
 needs the money 
the United States 
would give the 
island
 in return for using 
Palau for military 
reasons.
 
"We have very 
little  resources. Our 
number of exports 
is 
very  small and 
we import a lot  
of things from 
this 
country, as well as Japan," he said. 




States to use the island
 for U.S. military 
inter-





Palau is "very 
conttoversial."
 
He said the United States has insisted that in order 
to defend 
Palau it will have to use whatever means 
necessary. Shmull believes that includes nuclear weap-
ons. 
"Our constitution forbids any storage, disposal, or 
testing of nuclear weapons 





 states that any question re-
garding nuclear
 weapons must have the 
approval
 of 75 
percent of 
the people in a referendum, 
he said. 
"That issue was put to a 
plebiscite  a direct vote of 
the
 people) during this 
year
 on February 10, and 
it was 
defeated," Shmull
 said, He added that about
 51 percent 
of the people
 supported it. 
Shmull said Palau is 
short  of capital, but the 
people  
are not starving, poor, or homeless. 
He said the 
island has a president,
 vice president, 
and national 
congress,  but until it 
can change it's cur-
rent status, it will not have as much control of its affairs 
as  it would
 like. 
Before World War II, the island was controlled
 by 
the Japanese and before that the 
Germans, who were 
preceded  by the 
Spanish.
 Shmull said. 
"So after all these years of being thrown back and 
forth like a 
football,  we would like a stable status to 
give us more control of our lives and affairs," he said. 
Shmull, who started 
working  for the division of 
foreign 
relations in 1981, said he has always been
 inter-
ested in politics. He 
said his government has to 
under-
stand global affairs in order
 to lead their country prop-
erly. 
Because Palau
 does not have many higher 
educa-
tion facilities,
 Shmull decided to come to SJSU. 
"Our education's highest
 level will reach the com-
munity college level and I also wanted to see other 
places beside 
home." 
i v P a













for the University 
and
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law  for their 
staffs where 




result,  reporters 
often find it 
frustratingly  diffi-
cult to get
 a comment 
about  even the 
most  mundane 
events. 
"Let
 me refer you," is the phrase
 most often par-
roted by 
paranoid  staff members. 
Being referred to the boss would 
be tolerable if the 
boss was available for
 comment. But they are often in a 
meeting, out of town 
or simply out to lunch. 
Reporters' phone calls 
usually
 do not receive top 
priority to be returned. And deadlines 
have
 to be 
obeyed, which means a reporter may have 
to settle for 
writing his story minus an important viewpoint. 
Staff
 members have expressed fear they may lose 
their jobs if they talk without a clearance from the boss. 
Policy dictates  only the "big cheese" will answer ques-
tions, 
they  say. 
This so-called policy is a lot of hogwash. It is not 
concerned with ensuring the press receive the truth, as 
staff members like to say, but only "the truth according 
to 'Mr. Gobbledygook.'"
 
In other words, usually anything but the truth. Re-
porters are forced to sift through 
reams  of meaningless 
jargon 
seemingly 
designed  to disguise,
 rather than to 
communicate the 
truth. Too often the disguise succeeds. 
It seems ironic that an "institution of higher learn-
ing" is so often dedicated to preventing students from 
learning the truth. What is it administrators are afraid 
of? 
Perhaps they fear misstatements from staff mem-
bers might jeopardize their own positions. Or that a 
staff
 member might use the press to air his gripes. 
But if everyone
 is allowed to speak freely to report-
ers, truth will have a better 
chance to emerge. 
Newspapers are dedicated to reporting
 the truth as 
objectively as possible. This involves presenting the 
public with more than one side of a story. The public has 
a right to know as much pertinent information on a topic 
as the press can obtain. 
"I'm not supposed to be quoted because I'm really 
not of any value," one staff member
 said Tuesday. 
Everyone has value and 
everyone deserves the free-
dom to say what he feels. Fear of repercussion over 
differences of opinion is a characteristic of 
dictatorships. It should not be inherent in democracies 
and certainly not in universities. 
In this atmosphere, the press' efforts to obtain a 
variety of viewpoints becomes a near -impossible task. 
Some administrators want their own personal 
re-
porter. They refuse to talk to all but one 
Spartan Daily 
reporter per semester. Not only is this unrealistic due to 
the large amount of news that reporter may have to 
cover, it restricts other reporters'
 stories from includ-
ing those administrators' viewpoints. 
Those same administrators criticize the press for 
giving a 
slanted
 view of the news. Their side of the story, 
they say, is lacking. Of course, they are never known to 
complain if their side happens to be the only one pre-
sented. 
What they really
 want is control of the press. 
They won't get it. 
What they will get is a 
struggle.
 Though many staff 
members
 acquiesce to this "silent treatment" policy, 
the press will continue to fight for the public's
 rights. 
Universities
 should embrace freedom of speech, not  
attempt  to strangle it.Jennifer Koss will be the editor 
in
 













 page is your 
page.  The Daily en 
courages 
readers'  comments





 in opinion 
articles  
are 
those of the 
author.  Editorials 
appearing  
on 
this page are 

















 of the computer age we have been 
blessed with a myriad of new record -keeping
 capabili-
ties never before available to man. Unfortunately,
 as 
far as the records office at San Jose State goes, the 
computer age has also cursed us with a myriad of new 






 year I 
made
 what I 
considered  at 



























acquired  the 
necessary 
signatures  
for  the classes
 I 
wished 







where  I could
 be reached
 in the 







Everything  went 
fine until 




when  I received
 my 
report
 card in 
the  mail. 

















I had dropped and 









Office and questioned an employee about this discrep-
ancy, She told me 
that she had no record of my ever 
dropping the class in question. Knowing this not to be 
the case, I drove down to school to check
 out these 
wreckless 
record keepers in person. 
Fortunately,  in addition to its computerized re-
cords, the office also kept a temporary
 file of the ad-
d/drop slips on paper 
and it still had mine on file. 
The mistake I made was not immediately obvious, 
but when I checked the little bubbles
 under the class 
code number section 
of the form, I discovered the 
source 
of
 the mix-up  I had listed the 
correct
 code 
number for the class I dropped
 but filled in the wrong 
bubbles . Unfortunately,  
correcting  the mistake was 
nowhere near as 




 the correct printed class code 
numbers  as 
sufficient grounds
 for granting me the drop; the em-
ployees said the 
little bubbles were the only part of the
 
form that their 
computers  read and therefore they
 were 
the only things that 
counted. 
From that point on,
 I went through a virtual 
mar-
athon 
of red tape, writing out 
petitions  to what seemed 
like every dean on 
campus
 as well as the 
ombudsman
 
pleading  for this heartless 




 my drop. After about
 a month 
of fighting my way through
 this jungle of iniquity I fi-
nally 




One might well 
wonder  why the 
Records
 office 
didn't  use the home 
phone number I 
provided
 it with on 
the form to notify 
me of the discrepancy
 on my form, 
and why it 
didn't  take the printed
 class code into 
ac-
count 
before  the bubbled code
 when I notified it of 
the 
error.
 It seems the 
employees  trust their 
machines  
more than the 
humans  they supposedly
 work for and 
with. 
What's
 got me worried this 
semester is that, even 
though I made
 absolutely sure 
that  I filled out all 
my 
add/drop 
materials  to both the 
machines'  and the 
hu-
mans' satisfaction,
 the Records 








 eight units, but 
the 
computers only 
have  me down for 
five units. The 
office  
told
 me this is 
because  I dropped
 and then 
added  back 
the same class 
at an extemely 
inopportune  time in 
its 
computing 
schedule.  The employees
 told me they pro -
ceased all 
the  adds before the
 drops and declined
 to 
answer 
when  I asked 
them
 if they ever
 checked the 
dates on 
the forms. 
I was then 
advised
 by the 
Records
 office to 
check  
back in a couple
 weeks and 




 out by 




 employee told 
me I was still 
only  
registered  for 
five  units in the
 "eyes" of 
the  computer 
system 
and  I should 
check back 
again  in couple
 of 
weeks.  








back  every two
 weeks since
 then with 
similar  
results.  Now I'm 
supposed to 
check  back at 
the  end of 
finals 
week when 
the  office  
alleges
 it will 
certainly  have 
everything  
cleared  up. 
I suppose
 I won't know 
anything for 
sure until I 
receive  my 
report
 card and 


























the  people. 




with  1984 
































front of Tower Hall 
My Chemistry
 exam at 
my old junior college. 
It 




Mine was Aeronautics 2S 
last semester. I studied all 
of two weeks for it and 
didn't do well. I got a "D", 










 the one I've got 
coming
 up, the Organic 
Chemistry final for 
108A 
and 1088. It's an ACS 
stan-
dardized
 exam for Organic 
Chemistry and it's 
gonna 
be a bear. 
Carmen Bryant 










































































with.  Ways of think 
ing and understanding are 
hard  to get down on paper 















































 about it 
It is ironic that 
students  go to state colleges
 arid 
universities hoping to 









able them to 
attend
 the school in 
the first place. 
True, most 
are aware their 
education
 is paid for 
primarily
 with taxes, but that is as deep as they delve 
into 
the  issue.
 Most do not 
examine  the 
ethical  ramifi-
cations of attending a state 
school. It does not even 
occur to 
them  that what they are doing 
might  be wrong 
(a moral condition 
idealistic  scholars naturally want 
to avoid). 
Yet, examine the 
circumstances which enable stu-
dents to get the education many 
claim  as some sort of 
inalienable right. Students pay tuition,
 or fees, to at-
tend state institutions. The vast majority of the
 cost of 
their education, however, is paid by the state and fed-
eral governments. The state (generically speaking 
now), in turn, gets its money from taxes, which are 
necessarily paid by taxpayers. The taxpayers are 
compelled to pay taxes by law. Failure to comply
 with  
the law results in the non -taxpayers ( the honest ones, 
at least) being thrown in jail and being denied theirina-
lienable
 right to make a living. 
This, then, is the way a state -funded education is 
paid for. Unlike 
private schools, 
which  are able to 
operate







 state schools are






 feel the taking
 of earnings 
from  
some to 
pay for the 
education 




But  look at 




Ethics  are moral
 principles,











 at the 
forced expense




believe  men have
 inalienable 








 state is a 
valuable 
manipulative  
tool;  they recognize















they do not feel 
that




bear  this out.
 
The key word 
here is feel  for most








Whether  they are 
conscious of it 
or
 not, their 
actions
 are only reactions.
 
The
 other side of 
this coin is the 
student (or 
any-
one) who seeks 
to




builds  his ethics 
on




 of reality. 
Such
 a scholar is 
a man, not of whim, 
but of principle. 
And if 
a man of principle




 freedom is 
his and other 
men's proper 
state, can he attend
 a public institution
 
with a 
clear  conscience? 
The  question is 
rhetorical;  
the 
answer, for a man 








   
One of the 
biggest  euphemisms 
propa-
gated on 
the  SJSU population 






 up this phrase obvi-
 ously
 had no idea 



















 to be occa-
sions where one is 
allowed to relax and 
escape the everyday pressures of life. 
Lounging on the beach with a 
six-pack, 
rushing down 
the  side of a mountain on a 
pair  of skis, shooting the 
dice in Vegas or 
traveling out 
of
 state to visit relatives are 
things commonly associated with 
breaks. 
Students, for the most part, do not 
have such luxuries for what 
one  would con-
sider an extended period of time. (More 
than one weekend.) , 
The term break takes on different con-
notations for students whose choices for 
winter fun are usually restricted to a) 
working or b) looking for work. 
But wait. Don't despair, we are told. 
These experiences can be highly reward-
ing. 
Span  an 
Daily  







Second class postage 
paid
 at San Jose, Califor 
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California  Newspaper Pub-
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Published
 daily by San Jose 
State Universit 
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year. The opinions 
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in 
the paper are 
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subscrip  
lions accepted on a 
remainder  of semester 
basis  
Full academic 
year,  515. Each 
semester.
 V 50 
Off.campus price per
 copy. IS cents On
-campus
 
delivery paid for through  Associated
 Students or 
150 per participating






 Press,  
Postmaster. 
Please
 send all address corrections
 
In
 Spartan Daily. San 
Jose State University. ant 
'Washington Square, San
 Jose. CA 95192. 
How else can one get the 
fulfillment  of 
working long hours stocking the shelves of 
the 
local floppy -disc retailer or manning 
the griddle at one 
of




Needless  to 

















 of Vegas 
is 
looking 
better  all the 
time. 
And  why 
not?
 Who wants














gas,  getting 
hung out, 




 line is 
"we'll










social  life. 







 or four 




















one  in 30 to 
one











extra  cash 
that 
casinos





And  if you 
don't strike
 it rich in 
Vegas, 
don't 





































































 to kick 
back  
over the holidays. 
On
 the 
Sabbath,  ye 




























up for all 












holiday  time 
working,  and 
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Although the work of 
many artists these 
days  is con-
sidered
 off the wall by 
some, that of ex-SJSU




 the wall by 
anyone's
 standards. 
Pugh, once a 
typical
 starving artist,
 now makes a 
profitable  living by 
painting  giant illusory 




currently  working 





 Honda in Los 
Gatos  to paint a 20 feet 
high  and 
60 feet wide
 mural on the business's 
outside wall. 
"Basically 
what I'm dealing 
with there ( Stevens 
Honda
 mural, is a juxtapostion
 of cultures past and
 pre-
sent."
 Pugh said. "What it 




the wall revealing a kind of warehouse
 full of crates 
that are stored away on dusty lofts. 
"One of the crates is broken open 
and  there's a statue 
of 
Aphrodite standing next to it, sort of 
looking at this 
young,  
contemporary woman that is painted Trompe
 
l'oeil down below,




Trompe l'oeil, which means "trick
 of the eye" in 
French, is the basic style in which Pugh
 paints all his 
murals. And tricking the eye, as 
well
 as the mind, is 
exactly what Pugh's murals succeed in doing. 
On first sight, one of Pugh's murals could 
easily con-
vince one that the wall of the building it's on had actually 
gone through some
 mighty catastrophe. It looks as if 
some cataclysm ripped a hole to 
reveal the great mys-
teries inside, previously hidden from sight. 
Pugh's murals transform the everyday 
into the bi-
zarre, the expected into the unexpected, and reality 
into  
dream. 
"1 try to incorporate the existing physical architec-
ture into the Trompe l'oeil effect that I have with the 
Paint," Pugh said. "For example, the client's building 
might have a row of windows and then a blank wall. Well, 
I can continue that row of 
windows in a fashion that will 
fool the average viewer into thinking that they're actually 
there." 
Pugh said 
he gets his mural concepts not only from 
the buildings' architecture but also from dreams and 
other "different states of consciousness." 
"It's called hypnagogic flashes," he said. "There's a 
certain time before you go to sleep sometimes where your 
conscience is really tired but your subconscience is really 
active and you have this flooding of imagery before you 
go to 
sleep. 
"At least I do. A lot of times I use that to incorporate 
into my work. Also, I get a lot of inspiration directly from 
my dreams." 
The murals he paints outdoors last anywhere from 15 
to 60 years without any noticeable deterioration accord-
ing to Pugh. The type of wall, as well as the amount of 
ultraviolet rays and smog in the area, play a 
large  part in 
determining the length of time the acrylic paints Pugh 
uses for the 
murals  last. 
He said the most important thing in creating his mu-
rals is designing them "so they will stimulate intellectual 
thought." 
"When people come 
up to me and say 'Does this mean 
this or does this mean that' I'll always answer
 'yes,' no 
matter what meaning they got out of it," Pugh said. "Be-
cause if 
it the mural) does stimulate an idea or a thought 
of something philosophical that is what ultimately deter-
mines the success of a mural." 
Although his Stevens Honda mural is the 
first Pugh 
has done in the San Jose area, 
he
 has painted no less than 
25 others around California 
since  he began his career six 
years ago. Most of the other 
work he's done can be found 
on various walls in the Chico area, 
where  he completed 
his B.A. in Art in 1981. 
Pugh, 26, sold his first mural 
to a country -western bar 
in Chico for IWO and from then on his profits
 have doubled 
with every mural he's painted. He said he feels his 
profits 
have
 reached a plateau with his current project. 
The bearded
 artist said he chose murals as his
 me-
dium because
 he felt that it would be a way of 
presenting  
himself 
"to  the public in a public manner." 
, "Only seven -eighths of one 
percent  of the public ven-
tures into the
 gallery network," said Pugh. "One hundred 
percent of the public views murals." 
The exercise he gets from climbing up and
 down scaf-
folding  all day and the joy of working outdoors also 
played 
a part in Pugh's career 
decision.  
Oddly enough, the type 
of art he really enjoys has 
nothing to do with the style he's working with 
now, Pugh 
said. His "heroes"
 include Paul Clay, Monet, and Van 
Gogh  Van Gogh 
in
 particular. 
"Van Gogh was someone
 who wasn't appreciated in 
his hfetimc and his style 
has  yet to be defined," Pugh 
said. "People say 
that
 he was an expressionist. 
People  
say that he was 
an impressionist. Still, others 
say that he 
was a fauvist. 
But in actuality he had 
his  own style. The 
guts and determination he 
had were heroic. I consider 
him a true hero as an 
artist." 
In addition to his 
career as a muralist, Pugh will 
begin moonlighting as a 
part-time art instructor in Jan-
uary at the Country Lane 
Enrichment  Center in San Jose. 
The center's coordinator, Ruth Smay, 
called Pugh "a 
delightful person" and said that the reason she chose 
him  
for the teaching 
job was because "he knows the subject 
and is very enthusiastic about it." 
"We want our students to have an opportunity
 to 
enjoy learning the skills we teach here," Smay said. 
"John will be good for that." 
Pugh described 
careers  in the field of art as "a hell of 
a rough road to take." 
"The biggest thing as far as becoming a professional 
artist," Pugh said, " 
is to learn how to innovate your 
market. Innovate a market that's different 
from the oth-
ers, and be willing to do freebies. Even if you have to build 
a 40 -foot sculpture or paint a 50-foot mural for free, it pays 
off in the long run." 
Pugh's dream project is to someday paint a giant 
bloodshot eye on San Francisco's Transamerica Building 

























































































JOB GUIDE AGENCY 
984-5627  
BUG DOCTOR 












  $495 
 Brakes:
 4 Wheels, 
Includes
 Shoes  
$90. 
 Replace 
Clutch  $90. 
10% 
Discount


























 took the photo at left 
of
 his mural 
at Chico State University. 
Above,
 that's John 
Pugh himself, busy at work. Photo
 courtesy of 
the Los Gatos Weekly. 
'Only seven -eighths of 
one 
percent








 percent of 
the  
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 A Public 
Interest
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YriEyening  and 3 Yr/Day Programs
 











































color  with 






 done the way you want,
 when you 
want. 
That's  why we offer 
full
 services on a 
walk-in 
basis all day. So you
 can have your 
hair done 
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 of finding 





  even the 
simplest 
Jack-in-the-box  





 Kanor, the 
special 










 with toys, 
wires,  





 most severely handicapped 
child can play. 
"No matter what handicap
 a kid has, 
I can 


















on an eye blink, 3 touch, a sip, 
a puff." 
Kanor hadn't set out to become Kris Kringle to 
the 
nation's 
200,000  to 300,000 handicapped children,  but ntm 
that he does it regularly, he shows an almost religious 
zeal. 
"There are almost no toys for these kids, but they 
want toys as much as other kids," he said recently. 
Once a child learns how to use a switch to make a top 
spin or a  train run, he "can operate a computer, he can 
communicate and can be educated. He can answer 
phones. He can do anything in his environment that can 
be controlled by a switch, and this makes them a useful 
human being and 
have
 a profession," Kanor said. 
He got the idea for special toys about 15 years ago 
while 
working  





He was helping children who could not keep their 










 Daily next semes-
ter
 





drastic cut in staff size.
 




 (of her decision 
to
 
run for the 
position). "I think it is a 
very rare 
chance
 to be able to man-
age a good paper.
 I love the respon-
sibility, and I think 
it's really a 
challenge." 
Toni Julian, 24, 
was  named to 
her new position Wednesday. She 
said she doesn't plan to make many 
policy changes. 
"There are a lot of things I'd 
like to keep the same, but I'd like to 
keep a good rapport between the 
staff," Julian said. 
Julian is an advertising major 
with a minor in art, and plans to 
graduate in May. For the 
past two 
years, she has done artwork, ad-
vertising and publicity for small 
businesses. 







 started their 
own agency in Santa 
Clara.
 Julian 
said she plans to 
work  at the 
agency in the morning
 and spend 
afternoons at the Daily. 
"I 
would really like to work to-
wards upgrading
 the quality of the 
ads. I think there could have been a 
lot Of improvements this semes-
ter," she said. 
Working along with Julian will 
be Marci Goldstein,
 production 
manager, and Jeff Moore, business 
manager. Julian will act as special 
projects manager, as well as her 
other 
duties.  
"There will be more work, but 
I feel I can work together with the 
staff more closely," Julian said. 
Next 





than in the 
past. 
There 
will be only 












 so I think
 it will be 
a 





Julian hopes to continue and 
enlarge
 incentive programs, she 
said, developing activities such as 
contests to 
help the  staff stay in 



















While  it may 
seem




fact  is the 
"antidote  to 
loneliness"  that 
anyone can 
learn, 
say  two self
-certified  experts on 
the sexy subject.
 
"Flirting is a lost art that can be taught," says Diane 
Jonasson,  and for $45, she and partner Patty Stine will 






 40, draws on memories of nights she spent 
waiting 
for suitors who never showed and the self-help 
courses those waits 
prompted  her to take. 
Stine,
 36, contributes her 
experiences with the 
"gor-
geous 
body-builder jock type" 
she  once favored exclu-
sively  to the point of 
marrying  one  before learning to 
look at "everything
 else that makes a good man." 
"Flirting should be 
a way of life," Jonasson, a public 
relations professional, 
said
 in a recent interview. 
"Babies 
and  toddlers 





 all. They'll 
do anything 
to get your 
attention.  We 
feel  
the adult
 can go back
 to that little
 kid in all 
of
 us and be a 
tittlemore
 friendly, 
a little more 


















 their own 




can really use it 
to meet people 









intention  of giving, 
and  flirting is a 
way
 of com-
municating  with 
people."  
To 
begin,  they say, 
don't  regard the 





 the same 
thing,"
 Ms. 







 fears of 
taking  risks, of 
failing  and of 
rejection."  
"There are no guarantees that you're not going to get 
rejected," Stine added. "You have to take responsibility 
for the fact that your loneliness is 
self-inflicted.
 You can 
 
convince yourself there's nobody
 out there for you, then 
you don't have to go out and 
put forth the effort." 
The 
two women based the courses they've offered 
Since summer on similar ones developed by Mollie Mey-
ers and Suzanne Gerber of Florida, whom Stine contacted 
after seeing their television interview with Phil Donahue. 
 
Once 




bars  to the park, the 
laundry,
 the grocery 



















or just the 
latest  fad, 
Pennsylvania  






flage clothing this 
Christmas  season. 
 . 
Warren  Sudler, 
manager  of I. 
Goldberg's,
 a military 
 Surplus 
store  in 
downtown
 Philadelphia,
 said he's 
even  
selling  tiny, 
specially  made 
camouflage  












 kids," he 
said.  "I would 




Bonn  of Army
-Navy  Surplus in 
Pittsburgh said 
he 
noticed  just 
before
 Halloween 













 he said, the 
demand is so 
















and  the 
U.S. invasion
 of Grenada 
may have 
boosted  the 
popular-
. 















 kids have 













goods  flowed steadily past 
cash-
iers,  "There's no 
way anyone 






heads up learn to sit up 
"Then I thought, what if they got something out of 
making the movement? If I attached a switch 
to their 
head or chest and something happened 
when the child 
moved, 
it was worth it,"
 he said. 
So Kanor began 
adapting  conventional toys, from 
trucks to mechanical 
bears,  so they could be operated by 
the smallest gesture 
of hand, head or eye. He sells 
his 
creations at cost, most 
between
 $30 and 
$100.  
Some toys he 
gets wholesale by buying in 
bulk,  but 
mostly he relies on the 
kindness  of seven or eight part-
time "elves" and 
donations  from strangers. 
He
 supports 
himself by working 
as




 and other 
groups.  
"There's little 




why the major 
toymakers
 are reluctant to 
go into the 
market






 kids while 
there are 30 















 can mean all the
 









havoc with the development of her fine motor control. She 
can 
hardly use her 
hands.
 
"She used to be so frustrated. She wanted to do things 
but 
couldn't,  and would have nothing to do with toys," her 
mother said. 
But with the toys bought from 
Kanor over the past 
two years, Ruthie "is getting her confidence back. When 
other children come over, they've never seen the switches 
and can't make the toy work. She can. She has 
an
 edge 
and can do something they can't,"









PACIFIC GROVE (AP)  Tired of the 
lovable,  cud-
dly Cabbage Patch dolls? How about one that smells bad, 
looks worse and will "probably throw up in your car"? 
Garbage Patch Dolls are now available from Gene 
Buck, a public relations man whose argument that he 
never heard of the Cabbage Patch kids, which have 
spawned a national frenzy, may be open to question. 
"What we're doing is 
to
 try and relate  our 
dolls to 
kids, because most kids are 
really ugly," he said, tongue-
in-cheek. "Kids will say, 'I really love this doll because it 
looks just like me.'
 
"Most dolls sit in a corner for weeks," he said. "But 
kids use our dolls right away because they start out dirty 
to 
begin  with." 
Buck says his dolls vary in price, from $55 for a bat-
tered infant with dirty 
diapers,  to $100 for a "3 -year
-old  
brat that will probably throw
 up in your car" to $230 
for an 
older
 kid whose disreputable 
features,  he says, are a 
"trade 
secret."  
Buck says his dolls
 also feature a 
really
 bad smell  
another "trade secret" 




"We do this purposely
 because we want the kids to 
relate immediately to the doll," 
he said. "It starts right 
out with the dirty smell, to begin with." 
The terrible tots also come with a felony arrest war-
rant, although he says most have had charges against 
them suspended because 
it would be a cruel and unusual 
punishment to subject other 
cons







1 pock per 
purchase  
of












1630  W. 
San  Carlos 
12-6  Doily 




and when did he know 
it? ...This 
question  is as 
terrible as those asked of 
Nixon
 and Kissinger about 




political  gain. A terrible 

















































STUDENT  UNION WILL 
BE OPEN 24 





 BE AVAILABLE 




Sparlan  Shops. 4.,ocleled 















 20-30% Off Sierra Designs label 1st Quality 
 
30-60% Off Sierra Designs Seconds, 
Discontinued 
models and colors 
Gore -Tex " 60/40 ^ Down Polarfleece " 
Thinsulate " 
20-30% OFF All 
Sierra Designs label 
1st Quality equip-






and Pile. SAVE 
on tents, 
sleeping bags 
and  daypacks. 
SAVE 30-60% and more 
on Seconds, Discontinued 
models
 and colors. 
Limited to 
stock on hand. 
Discount  price 












Mid -sized men's 
women's and 










Knife  or 
Tekna Micro-Lite Flashlight 
with  the 
purchase







totaling $75 or more. 
Sale Ends December
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San Jose 
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needed more study. 
The 5-2

























































David Guzzetti, who 
heads the committee discussing
 the 
proposal, said he opposes civil defense 
preparations  because they "endorse 
the survivability of 
nuclear war." 
Guzzetti said the federal govern-
ment has been "derelict" 
in its duty by 
telling the public that 







 Air Force map -
maker Benjamin 
Bos  of Chico, who 
said he helped plan the nuclear attacks 
on Hiroshima, Nagasaki and other Jap-
anese targets during World War H. op-








EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
 (AP)  Six 
astronauts overcame a failed computer and a 
broken navigation instrument to land Columbia 
and Spacelab safely yesterday, bringing to 
earth a cargo of science treasures gathered in a 
record 10-day shuttle voyage. 
The pinpoint landing on a dry lakebed run-
way came at 3:47 p.m. Pacific time  nearly 
eight hours later than NASA had planned. 
"Colueihia. Columbia, welcome home,
 
beautiful landing," NASA told the 
crew  after 
the centerline landing. "The good news is there 
was 
lots  of beer waiting for you. The bad news 
as we drank it eight hours ago,"
 NASA told the 
crew.  
The white orbiter appeared in good ennui-
tion, but show 
d 
extensive stains heaviest near 
the engine pods, 
from its 1G-day.  -bola and 47 -
minute
 flight. 
Weather for 'he aintn shuttle landing was 








FRANKFURT,  West Germany ( 
AP)   Some critics 
said the film was poorly made 
and badly acted. a "nu-
clear soap opera." But it 
hasn't
 mattered to West German 
audiences who are flocking to 
theaters
 around the country 
to see "The Day After," the U.S. made -for
-television 
movie about a  nuclear war triggered in Germany. 
At least 250,000 people saw the film during the first 
four
 days of its release, said Patricia Wiedenhoest. 
spokeswoman
 for the West German distributors, Tobis. 
The movie, which 
opened Dec. 2, is showing in WO the-
aters.  
"Interest in the film is extremely high . . . much more 
than we expected," she said. "We have ordered 35 copies 
more 
because
 of the high interest." 
Tobis. which paid Si 
million
 for the West German 
movie, video and television distribution rights, has 
shrugged off some critics' charges that it is profiting from 
"scare tactics" in the film. 
West German audiences, however, seem generally 
impressed by the film, which focuses on the town of Law-
rence, Kan., following a nuclear exchange between the 
United States
 and the Soviet Union. 
The film opened 
10 days after the West German par-
liament, following a stormy debate, 
voted  to deploy new 




The 500-seat Europa Palast in downtown Frankfurt is 
filling the 




"We've been showing the film five times a day for the 
past four days, and the house is usually full," Amthor 
said. 
"We are showing it with synchronized German -lan-
guage translation, and audiences are very impressed and 
shocked  at what could happen in a nuclear war." she said. 
Moviegoers seemed subdued and shocked after a 
midday screening Tuesday at the theater. 
Petra Neuhaus, a 17 -year -old
 dental assistant, com-
mented, "When nothing is left  no doctors, no medicine 
 
no one can help." 
Grim -faced Michael Sturm, a 2I -year -old student, 
said, "One can only hope that something like this never 
happens." 
"Everyone 
should  see it, so they will know what is 
going to happen to 
us," said Arno Schulze, who is in his 
mid -20s. like much of the audience. 
An original English -language version of the film, 
which stars Jason Robards Jr. and John Cullum, is being 
shown ins theater at Frankfurt International Airport. 
Elsa Fritz, a spokeswoman, said the 85 -seat Airport 1 
has, so far, sold out all evening showings. It's even at-
tracted some airline passsengers who don't have time to 
sit through the whole film, which runs nearly 
two hours. 
"But in the evenings after 4.30 p.m. the house is full. 
Mostly young people, and many American servicemen 
are seeing the film here," she said. The busy commercial 
airport 








GENEVA, Switzerland (AP)  The Soviet Union re-
cessed its nuclear strategic -arms talks with the United 
States yesterday without setting a date for resumption. 
U.S. officials predicted the Soviets would return to the 
bargaining 
table. But Moscow's move threatened to leave 
the 
superpowers  with no major forum for negotiating 
cutbacks




 Reagan, while sounding op-
timistic  about an eventual resumption
 of the talks, sig-
naled that he may be ready 
for a summit meeting with 
Soviet leader 
Yuri
 V. Andropov. 
The 
Soviets,
 in announcing suspension of the negotia-
tions, 
said deployment of new U.S. 
medium
-range mis-
siles  in Europe had created a "change 
in
 the overall strat-
egic 
situation," forcing it to 
re-examine  the issues in 
START  the strategic arms
 reduction talks. 
On Nov. 23, after
 the arrival of the American 
cruise 
and Pershing 2 
missiles  in Western Europe, the 
Soviets 
broke off the medium
-range "Euromissile" talks,
 which 
had  been carried on 
here parallel to the 
START dis-
cussions  on long-range 
missiles  and bombers. 
Yesterday's  meeting 




 the current round, 
beginning a holiday 
recess. Or-
dinarily
 the sides would have 




 from now. 
But Soviet 
Ambassador  Viktor 
P. Karpov read 
a 
statement  to chief





talks stalled because 
of the new missiles and 
the  Soviets 
would  not agree 
to a new date.
 
"A change in the 
overall  strategic situation 




deployment of new 
American  missiles 
in 
Europe compels
 the Soviet side 
to
 re-examine all 
the  is 
sues which 
are  the subject of the 
discussion at the 
talks  on 
the limitation
 and reduction 
of strategic 
armaments,"  the 
Soviet
 news agency 
Tass





this week. Soviet 
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that the strategic arms talks  were headed 
in the same 
direction
 as the medium -range negotiations, 
which  Krem-
lin leaders 
have written off as a "dead letter." 
After 
the  35-minute final session, Rowny 
told report-
ers the United States regretted the Soviet decision
 and 
"cannot  agree with Soviet assertions 
that  developments 
outside the scope of these 
negotiations
 require the Soviet 
Union to withhold
 agreement on a resumption date for the 
sixth round of START.' 
But Rowny did not describe the Soviet move as aban-
donment of the 17-molith-old talks. 
In 
Washington,  a Reagan administration official pre-
dicted 
the Kremlin would resume the START negotiations 
next year because they
 have a "clear interest" in arms 
control. 
Speaking to reporters outside the White House; Rea-
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ried it over 
the Aleutian 

















 and on into 
Edwards.  
The 
mission  began 
Nov.
 28 with a 
launch  
from the 





returning to the 
sky for the first
 time 
in a year. 
carried
 aloft the $1 
billion, European
-
built Spacelab in its cargo
 bay. 
The 
six -man crew 
was the 
largest













any  of the earlier 
shuttles.  
At 5:55 
p.m.,  mission 
commander 
John 
Young  fired 
powerful
 rockets for 
212 minutes, 
155 miles over
 the Indian 





The firing slowed the winged craft's  17,4th 
mph orbital speed and started it in an hour 
long, high-speed glide across
 the Pacific Ocean 
The landing delay 
came after a powerful  
jolt shuddered through the craft early yestei 
day morning, followed by the failure of a cons 
















 the four 
remaining  computers. 
Young, who 
was making his sixth and pos-
sibly last space 
flight,
 reported the jolt came 
during the firing of a control jet as he was pre-
paring
 for the return to earth yesterday morn-
ing with his five 
crewmates,  pilot Brewster 
Shaw
 and scientists Owen Garriott, Bob Par-
ker, 
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more!  
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Binding & Gold 
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By Eric Hermstad 
 and Mark McMasters 
Moss Landing 
Research
 Laboratories. near 
Monte-
rey, is expanding its 
facilities. 
Part of 
the  University of California 
system  since its 
1965 conversion 
from a cannery to a research 
laboratory,  
Moss Landing is 
adding a new building. 
Construction  
started in early 1983 and





One of the features of the
 new building is a sealed 
floor.  It is impervious to damaging 








 to each 
separate lab in the building, and extra 
salt water is stored in a 
storage
 tank. Also in the building 
are new offices for the instructors, 
away from the class-
rooms.
 
The old building is being 
converted to handle shipping 
and 
receiving,  while the new 
building will house the 
class 
rooms and laboratories. 
The 
old 
























 of the 
graduate students get 
their tuition paid for by 
the instruc-
tors for working on 
selected projects. 
Types  of experiments that 
students
 perform include 
examining
 and dissecting various sea -life
 that wash up on 
shore. 
Among the 
classes  taught at Moss Landing are ma-
rine biology, marine
 geology, physical, chemical, and 
biological oceanography. 
Of course the students aren't all 
work  and no play. 
Once they
 escape the confines of the laboratories and
 






































right, Dr.  
John













comTete sea wall 
runs 
alongside










top  lett, a 
native  bird 
enjoys
 the 






























































































































themselves  "working 
out mea-
sures
 to combat 
Soviet  agents." 
City
 Councilman 
Bob  Reeder, 
who
 has been 
encouraging
 Fremont





 in his 
community 
about 30 
miles  from San 
Francisco, 




 Reeder said. 
"It's  
comical. 
It's quite in line 
with  the typical 
Com-
munist 















































blamed Reeder, his colleagues 
and 
the press for whipping 
up
 hostility toward the 
Soviet Union, saying: 
"Anti-Soviet hysteria there has -if late as-
sumed













































































































































































 for rape and 

































mation  to 
counter
 them. 








 only the cases
 where he 
has  testi-
fied,
 but also 
cases in 





analysis  or 






 to review 



















































America,  in 
an effort
































 950 or 
less  by the 








































































Robert Beck, vice president for cor-
porate
 
personnel,  said the bank would 
con-
tinue
 to shrink "for some time," but 
didn't 
know what size bank officials thought 
would be best. 
"It'll 
continue  until 
we









 & Pitman, said 
the 
move 






efficiency  of 
their 
delivery  system 
and reduce
 the costs 
to provide 
those 
services,"  he 
said.  




 76 to 166 by the end of 1984. 
The 
convenience
 centers have one or two 
automated tellers and sometimes are 
staffed by 
employees

















JOSE I AP) 
 A state law 
prohib-
iting "pirate" 
cable  television 
signals has 
started  a political
 war  with 
the district 
attorney 
vowing  on television
 to prosecute 
what the 




In the middle of the 
fracas  is a cable 
company 
complaining  that 
it is losing 































"It's  not up 
to 
the 
chief  . . . to 
decide





The city council backed its chief, tell-
ing him not to spend his time serving mis-
demeanor
 warrants on 
cable  pirates. 
The issue, 
said McNamara, is 
"whether the district attorney can 
force police to set aside their work on 
rape  and robbery and serious crimes like 
that to serve low-level warrants that have 
been put into the system, in this case, by a 
rather aggressive corporation." 
But the 
upshot  of that approach, said 
District 
Attorney  Leo Himmelsbach,
 is 
that 
people  with the illegal equipment con-
sider themselves "in effect . . . immune 
from criminal
 prosecution" because
 of the 
police department's publicized position. 
The new law 
effective
 in January 
makes it a 
misdemeanor  to intercept 




 face a fine of 
up to $1,000 and a 
year in jail. 
The devices generally circulate as  lost 
or stolen equipment, said 
Hosfeldt. Gillca-
ble used metering 
equipment  to target 
suspects and took the information to the 
district attorney earlier this year. 
The prosecutor then prepared a hand-
ful of search warrants last month. But the 
police never 
served
 the warrants. 

















































 tram the defendant, who is 
charged 
with those four rapes
 and assaults on five 
other  
women last year. 
During cross-examination
 by deputy 
public
 
defender Michael Burt, 
Wraxell  conceded a 
federally  funded study 




 Berkeley campus 
was  
not published
 because of questions
 about data 
from the
 National Bureau of 
Standards
 and UC 
officials. 
The 
Bureau of Standards 
said
 some experi-
ments were not done 
and in others, Wraxell's 
data varied so from 
case to case that it had to 
be discounted. The 81.7 
million study was fi-
nanced by the now -defunct





 Wraxell does not hold the
 
bachelor of science degree 
he claims to have 
earned,
 said Burt had been researching
 Wrax-
ell for 























 John Van de Kamp 
proposed a 
law  Wednesday that 
would  require a 
convicted drunken 
driver  on probation 
to spend two days 
in
 jail for taking even 
one







commonly  imposed 
by judges 
now, but Van
 de Kamp 
proposed  mak-
ing it 




and  possibly 
putting  special 
labels 
on driver's licenses. 




 Van de Kamp 
said
 he will 
introduce his 'no-drink -and -drive' law. 




drivers  to 
spend two 
days in jail 
or


















for  six months or 
a year. 
Under

















being  drunk. 
The officer would make a 
computer
 
check, or look at the license
 label it 
there were one. A 
driver  who was on 
probation would then 
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comes  to Gencoth 
pagers, one size doesn't fit all. 
nook
 at it this way: there
 





which one is right














 30 years, 
continually
 
keeping  up 







that you' and 
your pager 
are a pair. 
You
 never 





























keep pace with your 
needs.  
And 
Gencom  gives you 
the 
widest area coverage avail-




 without worrying if 
you're
 still  in range. 
If you want your beeper to 






















an LED screen to show you 
phone
 numbers, stock market 
quotes. 




messages.  They can 








 or silent paging 
Our tone -only 
beepers 
let you know to call your home 
or business by using two dif-
ferent tones, and can hold your 






















































































of trustees at the
 University of 
La 
Verne,
 in Pomona 
have
 unanimously 
approved  a 6.3 
-percent 


























 colleges and 
universities  in Califor-
ma. Of those
 colleges, 18 charge 




   
The University
 of Southern 





 the university 
spend  $36,275,500 
to
 improve the 
Doheny  Library, 








report,  the 
staff
 called for 
approximately  
$13 million in 
improvements
 in Do-
heny,  815.5 million
 in refurbishment
 of the branch
 li-
braries  and 
approximately  $6 
million
 for the 
construc-
tion
 of new branch 
libraries. 
The 
report said the 
biggest deficiency
 in the li-
brary system
 is a lack of 
space  for both 
students  and 
books. As a 




that the total 
number  of seats
 be in-
creased
 from 2,239 to 
4,100 an increase
 of 1,861 seats.
 















 forms to 
staff and fac-
ulty. 
Currently,  about 





was  created 
four
 years ago 
during  the 
oil crisis. But the 
University 
Security
 hopes to 
increase
 
the number of 
carpoolers to 
deal
 with a different
 po-
tential  crisis  
the  traffic 
congestion  expected 
at the 
1984 
Summer  Olympics. 
Administrators
 for University 
Security  and ride -
sharing coordinators said as the Olympics
 approach, 
more people will realize that traffic 
near the univer-
sity will be a problem and that they then might decide 
to participate in a 
carpool.  
   
The administration at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara continues to work on plans for faculty 
housing  on the university's West Campus.
 
The development, designed to create affordable 
housing for UCSB faculty, will contain at maximum 67 
units located on 11.5 acres of the UCSB West Campus. 
Situated on a flat area directly behind the old campus 




mountains.  The area
 borders Deve-
reux School on the west and Isla Vista on the east. 
Present work 
on
 the project focuses on a proposal 
for the Board of 
Regents.  The university wants to insti-
tute a non-profit organization to make the decisions on 
the development. 
   
A "state-of-the-art" plan to boost freshmen enroll-
ment through "personalized" recruitment is under-
way at Idaho State University. 
Developed by a Denver -based consulting firm, the 
strategy is an aggressive, direct -mail promotion of 
ISU to college -bound high 
school  juniors and seniors. 
Each prospective student in the state and parts of 
Wyoming will receive an average of seven mailings 
from ISU complete with a personalized letter from a 
campus office. 
The approach  untried by any Idaho college or 
university  aims at increasing new freshmen 
enroll-
ment 14 percent by the fall of 1984 through more than 
10,000 contacts with high school students. 
Around 
Other 
Campuses  is 
compiled  by 
staff
 













be on the ballot in the
 early 
presidential  primaries al-
thoJgh it will require 
him 
to notify state officials be-











"We're going to miss 
no filing 









deadlines  are Dec. 30 for 
 
the Illinois primary and 
Jan. 3 for the New 
Hamp-
shire primary. 
Both  states 
require a formal
 statement 
of candidacy from anyone 





but  Reagan aides con-
 
sider that 
no more binding 








Lake said the 
presi-
dent is not expected
 to an-
nounce his 
candidacy  for a 
second 






said he will 
an-
nounce his 
plans  by Feb. 6, 
his 73rd birthday. 
New 
Hampshire's  pri-
mary  is 
scheduled
 for Feb. 
28,  Illinois' for 
March  20. 
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  Nancy Reagan
 was pre-
sented 



























































grown  in Orting,















and Kristi, 9. The national 
champion
 tree 
has  been 
given
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Talks,  or 
START.
 
































The Soviets walked 
out of those talks 
Nov 23 
after  the  arrival 
of




 to be deployed 
in Western 





Caspar  Weinberger 
this
 week told NATO defense
 ministers in 
Brussels
 the United States is ready
 to hold 
arms control talks with the Soviet 
Union  "at 
any  table anywhere in the world." 
But he added 
he could not see how merg-
ing the long-range and 
medium -range talks 
could
 advance the process 
of agreement. 
Although the two talks 
were parallel, 
they concerned different weapons.
 The sus-
pended medium -range 
talks focused on sin-
gle -warhead missiles
 that NATO decided in 
1979 to 
deploy  to counter a growing Soviet 
force of triple-warheaded 55-20 rockets tar-
geted on Europe.
 
The Soviets plan to put nuclear missiles 
in Czechoslovakia and East Germany, 
in-
crease the number of SS -20s in the Soviet 
Union and have sea -based 
nuclear weapons 
aimed at the United States. The 
plan was 





of U.S. missiles in Europe 
could 
prompt
 the Soviets to reconsider or up-
grade their START proposal limiting each 




have  about 7,900
 warheads 
mounted on 
big,  fast -flying 
ground  and sea -
launched  intercontinental 
missiles, with 900 
additional
 slower flying 
weapons. 
The United States


















 the United States has more
 
warheads,  Western analysts argue the 
Soviet  
force is less vulnurable since it includes more 
powerful









Susan  Linee 
The Associated Pre, 
MADRID. Spain
 Survivors of a plane 
collision that killed 93 people wandered through 
fog so dense II had closed Madrid's 





 said he heard the two 
planes crash hut had to be led to the 
site  be-
cause he could not see the 
wreck,
 and an Ameri-
can surviwr said neither
 plane should have 
been allmved to take off
 from the airport in the 
fog. 











Lines  Boeing 
727 
was the.
 second major air 





 it bore eerie 





jumbo  jets collided 
at another 
log -bond 
Spanish  airport. 
Transport 
Minister  Enrique Baron
 and Ibe-
ria President Carlos Espinosa
 de los Monteros 
said
 the DC -9 got lost in the
 fog while taxiing 
and 
collided  with the midsection
 of the 727, then 
went under it 
and burst into 
flames. 
Toe 727, preparing for takeoff, was -heading 
down the runway at about 100 mph, officials 
said. 
Spokesmen for 
Iberia, Spain's national air-
line, and Aviaco, a 
domestic airliner, said 50 
passengers and one 
crew member aboard Ibe-
ria Flight No. 350









Flight  No. 













gers  and nine crew 
members. Forty 
Japanese,  
12 of them 
honeymooners, were 
among the 
dead. Only six Japanese survived. 
An estimated 20 of the survivors of the 727 
jetliner were hospitalized, officials said. 
"We all heard the explosions, but
 no one 
could find 
the planes," said Antonio Rodrigo, a 
baggage handler for Iberia who was :oading an 
aircraft at the time of the collision. 
Thomas 
Goltz,  39, a Madrid resident from 
El Paso, Texas, 
and  his wife Sydney, 32, sur-
vived 















Al'. "I' he t 
lrganizat  ion
 
of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries has 
agreed  to hold the line on oil prices 
and 
production,




Other ministers said a full agreement 
had  yet to be 
completed, however.
 Earlier in the day, Saudi Arabia's 
oil minister, Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, said his country 




Meanwhile, the government said interest rates on 
home mortgage loans fell in November for a second 
straight
 month, and fixed-rate mortgage loans dipped 
below 14 percent for the first time since last summer. 
And optimistic economic forecasts were issued by 
business, financial and academic analysts, including the 
observation from a University of Chicago professor that 
the United States is "in the midst of a whacking -good 
economic upswing." 
In Geneva, Switzerland. OPEC ministers agreed to 
keep the 13 -nation cartel's base price 
for  oil at the $29-a -
barrel level established last March
 and to hold production 
to the 
current  quota of 17.5 million barrels daily, min-
isters from Indonesia and Gabon said. Production ceil-
ings will be reviewed in the first quarter of 
1984,  said 
Etienne. Guy Mouvagha Tchioba,
 Gabon's minister. 
The cartel's ministers were to meet again yesterday, 
and Yamani would only say that some progress was made 
Wednesday. 
Earlier in the 
day,  Yamani said his country, OPEC's 
largest producer, would resist pressure from Iran to raise 
the benchmark price for a barrel of oil to $34 from 
the 
current $29. 
OPEC cut its oil price by ES last March in response to 
a world oil glut and reduced demand for oil resulting from 
conservation and global recession. 
The
 economic forecasts, Wednesday included a pre-
diction by the National 
Association  of Purchasing Man-
agement, a group of business executives 
who purchase 
supplies for industry. that Christmas sales will rise and 
1984 will boa better year for the economy than 1983. 
A semiannual poll of the association's 250-member 
business survey committee, released in New York, said a 
record 86 
percent expect the economy to improve next 








































ager of the Singer Co. in Madrid, said neither 
plane
 should have 
been  allowed to 
take
 off. 
"It (the 727) was just about to take off when 
we heard this big crunching sound of metal. 
The plane sort of broke up in pieces and smoke 
started to fill the cabin," Goltz told The Asso-
ciated Press by telephone. 
"I grabbed 
my
 wife and jumped out when 
the ( back ) door was
 
open.
 . . . We found 
our-
selves in a sort
 of field with the co-pilot and
 a 
badly burned man." 
On Nov. 27, 181 people were killed when a 
Boeing 747 jumbo jet of Avianca,
 the Colombian 
national 
airlines,  crashed five minutes before 
landing in Madrid on a flight from Paris. 
Eleven people survived. 
Investigators indicated the 
pilot of the 
jumbo misread
 altitude indicators and believed 
his aircraft was flying 
higher  than it actually 
was. 
In March 1977 in the Canary Islands, two 
jumbo jets collided on the ground in heavy fog, 
















 Lt. Mark  A. Lange 
Wednesday but 
said
 the return of Ameri-
can prisoner




with  the United 
States.  
Syria 










bombs and rockets 
slammed into residential neighborhoods 
in Christian east Beirut from Druse posi-
tions in the hills overlooking the city. Po-
lice reported two civilians killed and 16 
wounded by shrapnel. 
The 
body of 
Lange,  27, of 
Fraser, 
Mich., 









off  the Bei-
rut coast 












 was shot 
down Sunday in an attack on Syrian posi-
tions in Lebanon's central mountains. His 
body was delivered by the
 Syrians to the 
















26,  of 
Virginia 
Beach,  Va., 
Lange's  
bombardier -
navigator,  was 

















Charaa said the conditions
 for releas-
ing Goodman. the first  American service-  
man held prisoner in Syria, depend "on 
the development of relations between 
Syria and the United States." 
Charaa charged the Marines had be-
come a party to the Lebanon conflict, say-
ing 
Sunday's  air raid "constitutes tangible 
proof of U.S. 
involvement  in Lebanon and 
the one-sided position taken by the Ma-
rines in the internal strife in Lebanon." 
Charaa reiterated Syria's determin-
ation to fire on U.S. reconnaissance planes 
flying over Syrian positions in Lebanon. 
In Beirut, President Amin Gemayel 
again delayed a decision on whether
 to 
accept or reject the resignation of
 Prime 
Minister  Shafik Wazzan and his Cabinet. 
which was submitted Sept. 
26.  
Wazzan








 Cabinet to steer
 Lebanon out 
of
 eight 
years of civil 
warfare.  















 Foreign Ministry 
sources said. 
In Athens, the 






 four Greek 
passenger
 ships to 
evacuate 
PLO  chairman Yasser 
Arafat 
and 





THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
32.)., 













































































































"I knew I needed to go to 





Maurice. "Why did !select an Army 
ROTC scholarship over a basket-
ball 
scholarship?
 Because I knew I'd 
have a job after graduation. And 
that's more than a lot of my peers 
could  say. 
"An Army officer's job is both 
challenging and rewarding. It's also 
unique in the amount of responsi-
bility you're given coming right out 
of college. 
"I may stay in the 
military.  
But 
if! decide to get out, I've got the 
best job reference in the worlda 
commission in the United States
 
Army. And I owe it all to Army 
ROTC:'
 
Army ROTC can do the same 
for you. 
Qualify, and you can win 
an ROTC scholarship, as Maurice 
did. Each scholarship covers tui-
tion,
 books, and more. 
But even if you don't win 
one, as an ROTC cadet, you'll still 
receive
 financial assistance. Up 




 and a member of 
Army  ROTC 
to $1,000 a 
year for your last two 
years of ROTC. 
You'll
 also receive ROTC 
leadership
 and management train-
ing. Training that turns you 
into 
a leader, a decision
-maker,  a doer. 
Training that also 
enables  you to 
graduate with 
both  a degree in 
your 
chosen 




If you'd like a 
job  waiting for 
you after college,





Apply for an 














































































































in dual meet 
By John 
Ormsby 
It was a rout. 
Plain and simple. 
T.J. Kerr's 
Spartan  wrestling team 
overwhelmed San Francisco
 State 36-4 
Wednesday
 night. 
go The Gators broke through
 for their 
only victory of the evening in the final 
bout.
 Heavyweight Morris Johnson took a 
10-2 decision from Spartan Mike Monroe, 
but by then it was far too late. The Spar-
tans had already sealed the match. 
Marvin  Jones came up with the 
night's only pin to lead the Spartans. The 
177 pounder wasted no time with the Ga-
tor's Herb Weller, pinning him just 50 sec-
onds into 
the  bout. 
The closest
 bout of the night 
was the 
150 pound match -up. 
Spartan  Jay Slivkoff 







 up with a takedown 
early  in 
the third round 
and  held off Gonzalez in 
the final minute 
to
 take the bout. 
The rest 
of
 the meet was 
little
 more 


























lessons  in 
































 his way 
as he rolled






 by inexperience. The 134 
4 
pounder
 took a 10-3 
decision  from Gator 
sophomore Carlos Levexier. 
David Bar-
nes 
decisioned Steve Gillian 15-7 
to take 
the 142 -pound
 class and Slivkoff came up 
with 


















Huyck  took 
the
 158-pound 
class with a 
7-1 
win  over Alan 
Lawerence.  
Huyck
 is one 
of several



















































































Tsranas  is now 11-1
 for the season. 
His  
only loss 








SJSU's Pat Huyck, bottom,
 struggles for position with San Francisco State's 
Alan Lawerence in action from Wednesday night's meet. Iluyck didn't
 have 
much trouble earning a 7-1 decision 
and the Spartans as a whole didn't have 
many 
problems  with the 
Gators  as they rolled to a 
36-4  victory. 
The victory 






















 T.J. Kerr 
The Gators 
salvaged  some pride in the 
final bout as Johnson, 
last year's Division 
II runner-up, built 
an early lead and held 
on in the final round 
to  decision Monroe. 
Tsranas was
 at a loss to explain the 
Gator's lackluster performance. 
"They're
 the best 
team in their
 con-





 this year's 
team is better







improving  even 
more. 
"They used 
a lot of stalling tactics, 




have been just as 
happy  to 
sweep 
all ten bouts. "I 
feel
 Mike can do a 
little better," he 








bottom.  He looks good 
on
 top, but he let 
Johnson control




 with his 
team's  pro-
gress so far 
this
 season. 
"We're  doing o.k.,
 










night's  win 
and our 
performance
 in Las 
Vegas,  ( the 
Spartans  













The  Spartans travel
 to Utah State 
to 
compete










































Never a Fee 
Equal 















So.  Sunnyvale 













avoid  a 
pin by Albert




 controls the 
Gator's
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 to swim without a pool,
 but that's the prob-
lem the SJSU women's swim
 team has faced this week. 
It 
is preparing for tonight's 
meet
 against Fresno State, but 
the swimmers have not had much
 luck getting into the 
pool in the women's gym. 
"There's an 
imbalance  in the 
the  chlorine and 
the 
 pH," 
head  coach Jack 
Mutimer  said. 
"Usually  the girls 
get  15 hours 
worth
 of training in a 
week, but they'll
 only 
get about five this
 week." 
Mutimer, 
nonetheless,  feels 
confident  about the 
meet  
against the 
Bulldogs.  But 
the




 upon the 
cooperation
 of Fresno 
State  
head coach 
Billie  Poston. 
 
Mutimer  

























































how  well 
they're 
swim-

































probably  bring two 
divers,"  Mutimer 
said, "so 
we're  16 points in the hole 
before  we even open 
the  door. We thought
 of sticking a girl 
up
 there so we could 
have someone jump
 off the board. 
When
 we get the REC 
Center pool, we 




 will also have a 
promotional  twist to 
it. It is "Parents 
Night" at the Spartan
 pool. 
"It'll be good 
to have the 
team
 get their 
parents out 
there to watch 
them  swim," 
Mutimer
 said. 
Leading  the 
way
 for the 






 and Debi Von 
Ruden 
in the meet which will 
























































"When  you've 
been a 
doormat  for 
so long  
we 
played in 
a lot of 
homecoming  
games  on the 





 . . I can 























where  the 
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 this way, 
Damon
 





































The  Spartan Shops 
Open gymnastics 
tournament, which begins 
tonight in the Spar-
tan Gym, 
could  not have come at 
a worse 
time for SJSU 
coach  Rich Chew. 
Chew 
possesses






















































 he is 
competing
 in just one
 
event, Chew 
said that it 
is more of a 
safety  
percaution 
than  anything. 
"He's 
looked  real good 
in practice," 
Chew said. 
"I don't think 
the knee has 
ham-
pered 
him, but we're 




 vault and 
his  landings. 
,That 
causes a lot 
of
 stress on the 
knee. 
"We're hoping that by 
Febuary,  he will 
be able to compete in all four 
events." 
If having Palassou out 
of
 most of the 
competition is not
 bad enough, add junior All-
American Rick Lopez to the injury list, too. 
Lopez 
suffered  a knee injury a year ago 
and is still wearing a protective brace when 
he competes. Chew said 
that
 he will compete 
in only the 
pommel horse 
and  the parallel 
bars.  
"Because of these 



























 and his 
landings.
 That 
causes  a 
lot
 of stress
 on the knee.' 
 SJSU 
coach 
Rich  Chew 
ited team -wise," Chew said. "But this will 
give us the opportunity to give the young guys 
some needed experience. Hopefully, we'll do 
our best and come up with a respectable 
showing." 
The 
Spartan that Chew expects to lead 
the team is Housain Gholi. The sophomore, 
along with Palassou and Lopez, could give 
the SJSU squad a respectable showing, but it 
is going to take a big effort against some of 

























































"On paper, this is an outstanding team," 
Chew  said. "They always bring a 
strong
 team 1 
and 
this year is no exception. Their young 
guys should
 help outs lot." 
Fullerton,
 meanwhile, is 









 to be just 
as good this 
year. 
"Fullerton  is 
always strong,"







said,  "but 
they
 have a 
solid  team." 
For  the first 





will feature a 
team of ex
-gymnasts  who 














the 1982 NCAA pommel horse 
champion  Mike 
Bergman. 
"They have 
some  very good individu-
als," Chew said. "I 
don't  know how they'll do 
























































 final, and 
frankly,  you 
couldn't 













 them at 
least  a few 
Lowenbraus,
 not to 















































































SPARIAGUIDE   
Students
 For Peace 
will  meet at 7:30 
p.m. Monday 
upstairs  in the 
Women's Center.
 For more 
information  
call Dan
 Ballard at 
294-9121  or the 
San
 Jose Peace 
Center  
at 297-2299. 
   
The 
Campus  Ministry
 will hold a 
Worship  at 10:45
 
a.m. on 






 For more 
information  call 
Norb











(PRSSAI will hold a 
Christmas party
 at 6:30 p.m. 
tomor-
row at Professor Noah's house. 
For more information call 
Bonnie Hann at 415-494-7708. 
  
 
The Campus Ministry will conduct Christmas carols 
on 6 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus Christian Center. For 
more information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204. 
  
 
"Christmas In The Park" returns to San Jose for an 
18 -day extravaganza beginning at 7 
p.m. tomorrow night. 
The show will be held in  the Park Plaza at Market and San 











personal  and pro 
Weston* 
growth  as VOLUNTEER 
INTERN













cc Br IS mono 
lingual
 aU maims 
grad  Si undergrad 
Experience from 
clerical to poso 
grad intro to moo 
yen We need you 
Near 
campus 
































GIFT only you 
can give to 




color portrait by John 
Puhron Rho 
togrephy






























Tha  show 




 will tea 
tore Japanese Chinese
 and other 
Intl 
foods Sunday. Dec 
11 Hill 
view 
Community Canter. 97 
Hill  
mew Ave 
KARATE DO IS KABUDO 
CLASSES 
Traditional 
*pones.  Okonawan 
K.   Shorn. Shotollan Sho 
ton Classical Kobudo (weapon) 
training Karate do & Kobudo like 
other martial or cultural ans, has 
its 
aim at nothing less than to 
make   better person for
 
society 






limitations,  it st ssssss 
mental and physical control to Inn 
the person overcome the limits 
tions
 of the ego It 
emphasis.s  
courtesy and respect Ws 
mown  




Japan  KS  Do 
Renshinkm/Sharinji  & Kenntlf 
Dojo. 3232 El Camino 
Reel. Santa 
Clara or South Son 
Jose Branch 
lOakridge  Athletic Club) For our 
  club caN 14081 243 
1611  
or
 14151 236 5866 
LADY SPARTAN CLUB SOFTBALL 
Spring schedule 
sat for women in 
a 
termed 
in playing lost -pitch 
softball vs intercollegiate rooms 
Fund raisers end booster $ 
Mips  
PM 
your  SJSU lees So books Srze 
Mu Nov 
2 Si 9. 
4pro
 MG -202 
Call 
228.5966 or 277.3158 for 
info.
 
LOOK NO FURTHER, Daytime 
Bible 
StudMil 
The Baptist Student 
 
Union Is CUVO end wants to grow 
at 
SJSU  Come and In a pert of 
Fellowship Time every Wed at 
11 30 on the 
Guadalupe Am For 
other
 Bible study tomes and 
actin
 
n oes. tall Karen at 377-0772 or 
Davkl et 14151965 0151 
SJSU 





mg your knovriedge & skill in the 
art of k a   
with your own SJSU 
Ka   Club, come by PER 280  3 
to 4 30 pm on T/F or con 629 
0421 for
 into
 All levels we wel-
come. beg thru edvanced We can 
all achieve taint*sr in rafincinenr 
of ourselve. 
SOMEBODY





is heed with dynamic 
young 
people
 who behave Wet 
God 
is Moe and doing exciting
 
things in the earth today Viso us 
Sunday at 8 30 am 11 00 rim
 or 
6 30 pm Rides minable 1255 
Pedro St SJ, neer 280 and Rem 
15 mon horn SJSU1279-2133 
 THERE
 IS NO GOD . or is thole The 
Overcomers believe there IS. Coon 
esperiente new life In Christ every
 
Wednaclay 
night  at 7.30. Cosla 










 AT CAMPUS Christian Con 
ler
 Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am 
Calholoc 4 00 and 800 
pm
 
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 
PM 
Please mil campus





grams and study opportunities 
Rey Note*. Shores Fr Bob Hems 




SAVE DO YOU NEED good sto 
nornical transponmon, You don't 
need  
car you n.ed a Volkswa 
gen. Several to c home from El 




















FOR  SALE 1976 *cow* Duster 13 
mpg 73 000 mlles
 
AIC mcollent 











 PARTS lend 
accemorles  A S 
Bike 
Shop close our saki One half 
cote sole. Toole also 
Aminble in 
the A S Office 
3rd floor.  Shod.. 
Union 
277  3201 Patti 
CALCULATOR FOR SALE 
III 591 with 
printer 
Selling  for half 
original
 
price or best offer Call 
Jo. 723 
 
8821 or 269 2196 
 
GUITARS R STRING $49 12 string 
$195 Fends, Bandmaster pro 
CBS $280 Sumo nuorcesel $75 
415 322 2608 
MOVING  SALE Seby ohms. girls bike 
hoga minors 
and many  other 
Ian. Call any 
limo  225E1172 
QUICKIE
 WHEELCHAIR




Jackie  280 6438. ems 
URGENT 
SALE.  NEED 
CASH,  Pon 
ohmic 
securove
  aaaaa must sell 
all luxury furnishings Custom de 
signed sofa IL love sew
 5450 00 
5 poem bedroom soon with desk 
5550 00 8 piece dining room 
set.
 
cost 11600 00. sell $800 8100, 
pecan lighted
 well
 units. cost 
81300. sell 5650 00 
Culfm 
and table lamps err' Can help de 





MARKETING  *NIB 
mill  IMP 
YOU
 earn mcIhnt 
come Fit *round your class. 
Off., 
boson   our marketing 
ideas. Cell Barry at 279 9908 
AIRLINES ARE HIRING NOW.





 wno's hiring 
today, Pass 
your
 interviews, Call 
1,19161 722 1111. exl CSU 
SANJOSE AIR 
ATTENTION  TRADE 115 for 550 
Proven to 
work.  Bonus. too, Son 
wifely
 interested, Rush self ad 
dressed. stormed envelope Woo. 
577So 9th St SJ. CA 95112 
AVON SALES REPS Exclusive mono 
nes 
offering  excellent part time In 




BABY SITTERS WANTED Immediate 
positions
 open 
Full time, port time 
and hourly Call Mr McKelvey. 
297 3105 
CARPET CLEANER 
NEEDED  FT/PT  
Must have own vehicle Hoed 
work high pm Cell 378 3382 
CHIMNEY
 SWEEP Hard work, good 






a personable and 
outgoong student to become  
Coors campus representative 
It
 
a unique opportunory to work 
tot,
 
major corporation while you're still 
in school Employers will be irn 
pr   gain valusbie ewe 






 lob hours ere 
flexible you can work around your 
class schedule You II also enjoy 
dm extra bonus of mmting new 
people all over 
compus  Any stu 
dent of legal drinking age may 
apply Coma. 
Donna Mennen 
at (4151571 7744 
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is seeking a 
buss., for 






FENCE CONSTRUCTION - Upt to 
$10/ho Ion tell/ Earn 
while  you 




SULTANT Now you can launch e 
now cantor Mal will provide you 
with an opportunity to earn top 
income Become en Independent 
Columbia Consulani
 making 
money working full-time or part 
time You
 will help people to moat 
thm 
nutritional
 needs by providing 
them with an 
...Nen,  diet sup*. 
ment. This nutrivoin product  is de 
signed to enable people to gain. 
loose, or onointion their body 






 8 a rn to 5 




Imal no mperlence necessary 
L'Agence  Model.. reeding Bay 
Area agency. aaaaa new fates Eu 
rope 







3930 2420 The Pruneyard 
Campbell. CA 95008 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for 
40 full
 sod




hour  Flexible  hours 
Call
 289 9346 12 3 p m M Th 
only' 
OFFICE ASST FLEXIBLE HAS PT now 
and full time during monism 
break Apply now for early consld 
oration Cell Kathy at 
Russells  For
 
notore 296 1261 
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY ma looking 
I or hard working kitchen people to 
loin our ream Full time day shifts 
part time eves 
Apply  
ai
 51 N San 
Pedro 288
 7488 
OVERNIGHT GROUP HOME counselors 
needed,  Every, end weekend 
shorts E wellern experience, Open 
ings morlahle 








PART TIME JOBS Salary plus dental 





pay Oynosty Solar. 
293 
7872 We will train  
AM IN P 
A to lemon won reliable car 
in
 










 494 2707 
SALES CLERK PART
 TIME Flexible 
hours Call 251 8001 now for ap 
*nation Storting 54 80 per hr 
SALES 
PT
 EVENINGS & 
woelronds  
Just sitting down Conking crane 
moking cgs while making good 
money 289 8772 
SAN JOSE MUSEUM of Art has open 
ongs for met powwow.s  with 
work study funding 294 2787 
110 S Market Si Contact P.m 
ela 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS Nevi 
company sorting all 
sales records 
Selling not necessary to earn top
 
income New space age foods do 
velopad by NASA require no refrig 
motion 15 mar shelf We No pre 
MOIVOUVII added and cm be 
prepared in 5 morons Nikon 
',Induct. Omer add warm and cook 
Al. 
sonnet pastas end drinks 
Unkromd 
pommel
 For more ml or 
maroon on 
bocoming  a distributor 
or buying at 




 TO ASSIST in teaching
 read 
mg plus math 
Mu
 hi son erg 





3 p m thou 7 p m Must be 
cocolnot 
read..
 Will traon Call 
Mr Spencer 175 
1809  Ono 12 
SUMMER  
JOBS NATIONAL PARK 
Co  
21
 parks 5,000 openings 
Complete onf 




Mtn Co 651 2nd 
Ave  W N Kalispell Mt 
59901.  
Ann  SJ 
Tina) 
JOBS  Handyman 17 003o 
Iskolledl for 
apartments  new cam 
pm Also need 2 
muscle  men to 
work 
on coll at venom hours 
$4 50ihr W. run 
this
 ad aU se 




 STUDENT JOBS al 
Studont
 
Union $ 20/hr 18 hrsmit 10, 
mch lob Afternoon, morning 
or 
Sundoy work 
Light calor:hal du 
ties Call 277 
3222 or come to 
Student Union 





 00,0 $1000 per
 hour Eve 
ning 











FEMALE  ROOMMATE WANTED To 
share 4 bedroom condo Fireplace. 
pool Nice gum neighborhood 
Non smoker $ 180/mo Own 
room 
247 5180raves 
LG FURS RNA wraath. 3 
meals.  100 
dry all util paid Chow prow home 
All only 6397 Mo 292 2946 
MT SHARE'  bdrrn house. w/2 
SJSU students, near Branham HS 
3300
 
util inch Pool, wash 
rind 
dryer





 Fremont Old  house 
upsmors $175 plus 
util deposit 
Loon and kit pow 415 791 
0266 
RSA 
FOR RENT No 680 and Pied-
mont 4 bdrm 
2i4  bath 
5250.rno  1st and 
Iasi plus do 







 BREAK 12/20 to 
1/20




$109 plus $25 
deposer  998 
0160, after
 
B p m or 
...kends  
ROOM FOR BREAK
 - $50 for mope 
break 279.9397.
 ink for Chris or 
Ken or come 
by




 FOR RENT Large, quiet In 
crud. oral
 
One talk from SJSU 
$185/mw  
Cell
 275 8941. eves 
THE HACIENDA INN 
Walk  to class 
coed
 spacious.  attractively 
fur
 
nigher, rooms. with color TV Er per 
tonal 
refrigerators  Perkong large 
dining room & kitchen. fireplace 
pool tan. Weakly rates $70 
5110 
234 So 11th 998-0223 
3 BEDROOM 




 kit/lying dining 
Moms call for further info 226 
9248 evenings 
PERSONALS  
CONGRATULATIONS  TIGGER Alias 




EARN HUNDREDS. PROVEN, Worts et 
home
 in spare UT. No selling.
 De 
owls Neil Enter Boa 13686 
San 
Jose, CA 95153 
ELECTROLYSIS  CLINIC Unwanted hair 
removed
 forever Confidential By 
PIM 
only
 247 7486 
335 So 
Haywood Ave 
San Jos.. CA. 
FREE 2 MINUTE 
PREGNANCY TESTS 
for SJSU ...Wents
 fall semesteo 
with 
this
 ad Counseling. 
abortion 
services 
and  obstetrical care La 
rated 6 blocks from campus
 Call 
Woolen's 








fight August 1982 Villa Roma 
Rest If you witnessed call Seth 
Derlsh,14151841 8675 
HEY WHITE MUSTANG We honk 
you re reel curet Hope to sea you 
in Chem






 Villa Rolm 
Rest
 It
 you wotnesmd. call Seth 
Mynah. 
14151641 8675 HEY 
WHITE MUSTANG 
We think you're 
real cute, Hope to 
sm
 you in Chem 
308 The Chem Inds 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE 
roommate  to 
live with  combo.' palsy as atom 




BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC
 RE 
SPONSE lam repricing my 
offer  




 tweezing or using
 thorniest 
Monitories




your  unwanted ham, (chin bl 
km tummy 
moustoch  cc I 15% 
discounr  to students 
and !acuity 
Call before 






at 1,2 price 559 




 S Bascom 
Ave  Ste C 





book. and mord. 
138 lac Santa 
Clara  MM.. 
ltd and 
4th  Sts Open 
7 days 10 
run to 9 pm 



















as note long Just 
call the 
prolomionals
 at Rm. Hart 
mon Epitomises  
and tell thorn 
what you want 
Ross is en SJSU 
gradual. vorth eight


















rime  at your 
wedding
 and sin
 get mum* 
award 
winning photography  
you 
would 
want to know 
more  about 
woutdn t your 










 has bean doing













ANKIOUS7 For anyone 
S u f f e r o n g
 from Math




 offers help in the
 form 
of 3 andrar 6 
hour Menai. 
courses 
Overcoming  Math Anon 
o n for
 Adults Basic Algebra. Gee' 
merry. 
Conquering  CBEST's or 
ELME' 








private  tutor 
mg mailable 
MOVING.  HAULING 
and odd jobs 
SJSU 




dependoble  and 
Wute 277 8837 
PREGNANT, NEED 
HELP,  Chowe Mad 
n il Group can help with 
0.9  
nanny tem 
d sol g lobo 
non to 14 win awake or asImp 
All mrvoces in e 
confidential  and 
supportive 
environment  For 
infom  
maroon call and talk to our noun 
selors ar 358 2766 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
 IN PRIVATE pow 
Me 
will provode tutoring to psy 
chology students on 
the areas of 
 ond 
abnormal  psychology 





ACCURATE  TYPING 
SERVICE












p d d 
Ipt I 
neo of 1982 San Jose Regional 
Typing Contest Located 
mar San 
Jose Flee Market 
Looking forward 
10 working with
 you ON hrs 
8 30 5 30 M
-F Available evo 
Molds by 
request
 Call Jana 251 
5942 






papati Mesh,  ro 
port.. etc Sionnyvol.
 736,8910 
All aboard for 
TYPING  THAT'S TOPS 
TRUST TONY 296 2087, Sant, 
Cla  IBM 
Selectroc avadabla 7 
days week Al work 
guaranteed
 




.:F1111  mom's Dicta 
phone 15 yi prof leap
 Almost 
at Scott So Sar, 
Tomas  SC 14081 
7274998 
1015)9694491 
CALL LINDA FOR 






letters rayurnes etc 
11 25 bage (double spaced/ Ces 
setts transcriptoon SerVIMS omit 
W M Neer Almaden Elam, 
Branham Lane Guaranteed quick 
return 
on
 ell paper. Phone 264-
4504
 
CAROL'S TYPING Top quality
 
accu-
rate, quick turnover 
IBM II 
$ 1 40/pg Camden/Leigh  978 
2193 
PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED 
TYPIST Ten 
yews miperience. 
100 w p 
m lost $1 25 per pogo. 
fast turnaround Will mmo all Mod 
lines satinction
 guonnteed IBM 
Correcting Solectroc Call Nancy at 
866 
2458 
EASYTYPE  SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE 
Reports theses. 
resumes, I.   
Fast 
and accurate Wood pow
 
meol Santa Clara 249 
0412  
EDITING,TYPING
 268 9448 I 
special
 
ice in term papers Wm university 
appromd formats




cover loners 14 yr. 
mperionce  
Willow Glen area easy 
access  







vice  Term timers thorns, re 
stones terms




































































STEVE( KEGGER ) 
MEYER
 , HARRY
 CR r -  PSYCHO)
 
SoNTAG,
 THE IN 






























































I U9E MOST ARE AU -





















Oen profenionallsm at  low,
 tu-
dent
 rate Prices Wan al $ 1 
 page 
ITechnical typong end resume. are 
prices slightly 
higher/
 Please call 
Jeonni. 274 1976 
FAST. 
ACCURATE  PROFESSIONAL 
close to SJSU Call 287 
8128  
FAST, FRIENDLY 








 356 3704 
GILROY













call  842 
5846 
GIVE YOUR 
WORK that quality look it 
deserves Typed 














&Metric  II Call Sha 















 I am of 




ryping  mods lo 
ma
 Itt least 
one 
wmk  before the 
due date On 













































 RIGHT' Return 
Mg 













Call ABLE SEC 
RETARIAL 














log IBM Sermon 
III  Prompt mei 
securers 
Reatonable












































































































TERM PAPERS. THESIS, onions word 




 THESES RESUMES 
for WI your typing





998 3333 Stu 
dent rates Lennon in Campbell 
THE WORD COMPANY WORD PRO 
CUSSING. Expert work Special 
litudeni   Them.
 
papers re 
ports harimription, eapert addrnu 
Menlo 
Pork 1415/ 326 -WORD 
TYPING, EXPERIENCED SECRETARY 
MN typo all report. ocrumes 
Wines Inc &electric accurate 
Wiring salmi matron gueranteird 
The 
bon for 
lees!  From 
111 00  
per 
prom Call Porn 247 2681 eve 
sings & weekends Located on 
Santa Clete near San Thom.. Esp 
and
 Monroe 
TYPING  FAST ACCURATE Spec 
in 
chensrarephs Near 280 in Sunny 







F 111 25 
per  
 1=1=11111M 





Pockra,   
dm
 on 





 to, ryrayry Jude 371 
5933 (me
 'A 266 8041 Morn ) 
TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND 
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Selectne 61 
Correctable Anything
 typed Ire 
porls maim.
 thesis etc 1 Cal 
990 





TYPING PAPERS RESUMES 
Al
 
types Elite pica loner gothic
 
script Pro swima
 sod rem rare* 
CM 
Mazy 926 1346 
TYPING 












From 81 50 0 e page Free din 
storage Joy. 284 1029 
WORD PROCESSING 
TYPING Any 
thing typed Si 
bonne. grad  
*Menai* 
with theses resumes 
cc Minute. from mom,. Ca. 
The Write Word 286 4043 
(Count 












City & State 
Enclosed





























lasted Weis DOWN 
 




































dens,"  and said
 he 





































































 he had 
ordered
 the


































 said the 
department
 was 




























discipline  did 
not 
necessarily  
mean  support 
for  physical 
punishment.  
Reagan
 rode by 







 here by 
plane.  
Side 
streets  along 
his
 motorcade 











 in recent  
weeks.  
Criticizing  





nation's  schools. 





 almost 7 





 state and 
local  spend-
ing, rather than 
a greater federal 
contribution.
 
"If money alone 
were the answer, the 
problem would 
have been shrinking, 




 that while significant in-
creases in the education budget were 
not anticipated, 
there was no 
decision  about cutbacks. The New York 
Times, quoting Education 
Department  officials, 
reported
 
that the president's next education budget
 would be be-
tween the $15.2 billion approved by Congress this year and 
the $13.5 
billion the administration had projected for this 
year. 
Education Secretary T.H. 
Bell has acknowledged, 
however, that more money is needed to meet the recom-
mendations made 













eerily" in the nation's
 schools. 
"America's










forms," Reagan said. 
"First, 
we












can't  teach because they lack the 
authority
 to 
make students take tests and hand in 
homework. Some 
don't even have the authority to quiet down their class." 
He called
 for an 
















must  make 
certain 
America's  











































































"We always need new equipment, buildings," 
he 
said.  
However. Guttormsen said that though 
private
 
gifts were very important, they were
 not a big el-
ement of income
 at SJSU. 
"But for a few programs, such as 
athletics, 
they mean the difference








 said, but do not come 
close to 
comparing with 
the funds of other 
universities
 
around he country. 
"Ilarvard has the
 biggest endowment 
fund
 in 
the country," he 
said, adding that it 
totaled $1 bil-
lion. 
Ten percent of 
that would equal 
$100  million, 
which is what "this






 funds could go 
to 
maintenance









 such as 
Nobel 









 it used to be 
San Jos), State 
College. He 






later received a masters in 
B I 
. ass 











PLEASANToti AP)  A jury deliberated less than 
three hours Thursday before convicting more than 200 
nuclear weapons protesters of blocking traffic in June at 
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 
The Municipal Court jury, which heard the trial in the 




the verdicts against 11 people who were 
in court as rep-
resentatives of all the defendants. 
The protesters were charged with obstructing a road-
way, a misdemeanor
 offense carrying a maximum sen-
tence of six months in jail and a $500 fine. Prosecutors
 
asked for two years' probation and a $300 
fine
 for each 
defendant. 
Judge Clifford Bachand 
sentenced  the 11 representa-
tive defendants to penalties 
ranging  from a 12 -day sus-
pended sentence to 30 
days
 in jail. The sentences varied 
depending on whether they
 had been jailed in the June 
demonstration, whether they 
had  a prior conviction for a 
similar offense 
and whether they were willing to accept 
probation.
 
But he stayed the sentences to 
allow  them to appeal. 
The rest of the defendants
 will be sentenced Jan. 20. 
Bachand's
 clerk 
Jan Lembke said the total 
number  of 
protesters
 affected by the verdicts was 229, fewer than the 
number
 originally charged because some entered guilty 
pleas before and during the trial. 
Attorney 
Leonard
 Post called the verdict 
and sen-
tences a "travesty of justice" and 
vowed to appeal on 
grounds the protesters 
were  denied due process when the 
judge 
on
 Wednesday rejected defense theories.
 That 
move brought
 the trial to a hasty conclusion,
 with defense 
lawyers
 resting their case without
 calling any witnesses. 
Earlier Thursday,
 Bachand cited 15 
people
  five in 
the audience
 and 10 at the defense table  
for contempt of 
court
 after they refused to remove 
black armbands. The 
judge called their actions "inflammatory."
 













 mark the third anniversary 




judge  said he believed they were to pro-
test the
 ruling that gutted their defense 
He 
sentenced  those 10 defendants 
to 16 hours each of 
volunteer 



























 and those 




chairman  of 






 of such 
teachers  in 
the  next 
three to five years. 
Supported 





































Guerin  said the 
department 





work in the 












 a service 
to the university,
 for example 
offer. 
tog students courses 
which




department, such as sign language and a cousre in retar-
dation and athletics 
through the Special Olympics. 
...Running three labs: a speech and hearing center, offer-
ing help in 
speech  therapy; a learning handicapped lab, 
which helps kids from ages 6 to 15 who have learning 
problems; and a reading lab, which helps 400-500 SJSU 
students with poor reading skills every semester. 
Through the department, credentialed teachers can 
earn degrees in speech and hearing before earning a mas-
ters degree. Education students can also
 earn the same 
degrees before obtaining their teaching credential. 
They also can teach children
 in SJSU's learning hand-




Guerin said teachers entering the program must first 
take 12 units of undergraduate preparatory work, then 
another 30 units of training in one of those fields. 
The department also has 





















instructors  work 
part 













 one of 
the 
country's
 biggest, and doubts that there is any bigger 
on
 the west 
coast.  




 the program 
right  now who 
are fluent bilingual
 
speakers."  Guerin 
said.  "We teach 
one 
class every semester 
in Spanish so that, one, 
they 
speak
 Spanish fluently and 
two,  they learn the 
language."
 
READS is designed both 
to
 improve the skills of in-
structors 
teaching  disadvantaged 
youths who have been
 
in trouble with 
the law, and benefit 
low achievers who 
attend the 
program
 here at SJSU. 
The program is spon-
sored by the
 Department of 
Education's  Right to 
Read 
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-Joint,
 





















m is one of 
; any 
bigger 




































Lisa Amstein, Mark Ballmer, David Booker, Patty Boyle, 
Beth Clayden, Marci Goldsten, Chris List, Donna Lough-
lin, Julie Magginetti, Dan Penrose, Renee Ushigome, 
Susan Zaro. 
artists 







Ball,  Laura 
Chau,
 David Flemate,
 Jeff Holmes, 
Ann ReshIce, Amy Warmann, Jon Williams 
HolidayMagazine is a special supplement to the San Jose 
State University Spartan Daily. 













 Metal Tape 











Receiver  "Dc, 
7 9 9 5 
New Clarion 
3500R offering Auto 
,,,,erse













AOC) Dual Gate FET 
ea
 Mixer FM front
 


























Records  from one cassette
 to 





























is our gift 
to you. 
Cover: A 
railroad  track leads the way to snow 
capped mountains in Idaho. Photo by Kathy Uz-
zardo. 






there  was Mtv-is 









Don't  be 
embarassed.
 Let Dean 
show 
you how. page 
6 Deck the 
MallsShopping  
took the 
merry  out of 
Christmas  for this 
writer  



















































14 Band Graphic Equalizer 
Will enhance any
 home system Makes 














60-Watt equallewnseciaier la 
dulgned  for use In bane, four -speaker 
apeaullans, and 
Includea  the folknallig Nemirow Ma:
 power oulatil 
wan, (25 w chi
 
5 -Band 
Graphic Equalizer controls Equalizer tone 
.1.0n 
2'..1208





defeat  swlfch 
Front Rear fader 
control  Low noise Low atalorlion 
Wide  frequency response 
Built in 





















.What do today 
s kindergardeners










 Hawaii doesn't 
have  to 
be 
expensive. 
Two  of our 
resident  tightwads
 
made it there 
and back to 
share  their hints 
on 
what to 












zardo took a 
road trip to Idaho
 and came 
back
 to 
write about it. 
page  19 Slow 
turtle
 to Mexico 




.ig  the Green






Shaking  in your boots 
Afraid  to get 
off the 
beginner's
 slope? Eric Gill may 
shed 
some light on 
your  fear. 
page 22 
Winter tune up Learn how 
to get 
your skis ready
 for the slopes with step








The 11. 1000  Ungu 
Box is the newest member ol the 
Techne iinn
 
protection  products and 
is 
positioned
 in the mid -price range against . 
Pelitive
 products that offer far
 less in protective 
features  Use, ease 
ar
 
convenience,  as well as design and 





 to take advantage of Technes experience
 as 
the 



















LED) reminders Advanced elect-
ronic  
motion -sensing
 system Complete 
hood, trunk


















3 yeaf prOduct 
warranty
 A complete 





















































































The spirit of sharing 
evoked
 by the 
Christmas
 season does not fade with the hol-
idays at the International Center, 360 S. 
11th 
St.  
The Center houses 77 
SJSU students 
from 21 countries, Vital (Jay) 
Vayness,  a 
resident assistant, said. 
"There is no 'they' or 'us,' " 
Vayness 
said, 
"just  'we.'" 
Established
 by Phyllis and Alan Simp-
kins, SJSU 
alumni active in the 
University 
Foundation,
 the International 
Center  
opened its doors to 
American  and foreign 
students
 August, 1978. 
"All 
students,
 American or 
interna-
tional, are picked in 
the order in which their 
applications come in,"office 
manager Mu-
riel Andrews said. 
There is room 
for  about six more 
girls  
next semester, she said. 
The $1527 a 
semester  each resident 
pays
 
includes 15 meals a week.
 Vayness said, but 
"one gets many 





helps  foreign students 
over-
come the fears associated
 with living in a 
strange 
country,  he said, and 
gives Ameri-
can students a 
broader view of the 
world.  
Christmas 




Vayness is from 
Israel  and does not 
cel-









is a unique place 
during  the 












































perform during the 
SJSU
 Interna-
"Dec. 6 is the day
 of the three kings of 
the Orient," he said. 
Dec. 25 is a family day, while
 Dec. 6 is 
relegated to parades, or "cabalgatas," Gon-
zalez said. 
"That night or the next day," he said, 













 which "looks 

















 up, not 
only a 
Christmas 




 are usually 
responsible 
tional Center Christmas reception 
last 
Sunday. The fund-raising 
event featured a talent and fash-
for the
 Nativity scenes, which is 
why  he al-
ways enjoyed
 them more 
than
 the tree. 
This is his second
 Christmas in 
Amer-
ica, Gonzalez
 said, and "I 
always
 feel kind 
of sad. 
"I'll be missing home 
on Christmas 
Day." 
Tons Tejada is an 
international  busi-
ness major from Bolivia. 
Inflation is 
high in Bolivto people are 
poor, she said. But the country is 
mainly  
Catholic, and "people
 celebrate as much as 
they can," often for one month
 prior to Dec. 
25. 
It is a 
close family time for Bolivians
 
and Tejada 
said she misses 
sharing
 in the 
traditions. 
Kathy Kollinzas 
ion show performed 
by the resi-
dents. Fall 1982 residents 
( below) 













Then, Dec. 24, they 
open gifts, eat turkey 
and go to midnight Mass, she said. 
Small children dress in traditional 
brightly colored clothing and
 take to the 
streets in a ritual resembling our Hallow-
een. 
"Every  five minutes, they knock on 
your door," she said, "and you
 give them 
candy."
 
Kasie Cheung is a 
mass communica-
tions major from Taiwan. The 
government  
frowns
 on Christmas celebrations because 
"they don't want us to live too 
luxurious,"  
she said, "but 
actually,
 everybody does." 
Chinese  New Year, which lasts for
 7-10 
days and occurs in 
February,
 is Taiwan's 
main  holiday.
 
But the country's 
young people, more 
westernized than 
older adults, like to cele-
brate Christmas 
by going out dancing Dec. 
24-26, 
Cheung  said. 
"The feeling
 of joy and Merry 
Christmas,"
 is alive and well in Taiwan, she 
said.  
Kuni Toyama is 
an economics major 
from 
Japan.
 The majority of Japanese don't 
believe  in Christianity, he said, but the tra-
ditions
 of Christmas are celebrated 
by 




love the celebration," Toyama 
said.
 Japanese, like any people, enjoy 
relax-
ing from the tensions 
of their jobs, he said. 




 like praying on Christmas." 
Gifts exchanged in Japan during the 
holiday season are 
inexpensive,
 choosing to 
represent careful thought rather than "big 
money,"  Toyama said. 
Olga Zoutendijk is an international busi-
ness major from 
Holland. 
"We do celebrate," she said, 
"but not to 
the extent 
Americans  do." 
St. Nicholas'
 birthday, Dec. 5, is the day 
for gift -giving
 in Holland. 
According to 
legend,





Spain  to 
Holland
 on a 
steamship to 
come down  the chimney. 
Zou-
tendijk
 said. Children hang 
stockings  up and 
the whole family 
sings  Christmas songs. 
"There's
 a lot of creativity involved
 
with 

















































 in the 
market  for a 
irew  coat, so 
where do 
you go to 
check out 
























waste  gas 
when  you 




















































































































book,  or as 
the topic






















































































who  is to 
pay 















































































































































where  it provides 





travel time and 
costs,  access to a 
larger
 selection a goods, 
and reduced expo-
sure to crime. 
Retailers  are 
equally





 it allows 
them to reach 
a huge audience of 
prospec-
tive buyers at a 
relatively  low cost. 
Savings
 
also  are enhanced 
because
 the need for 
showrooms




"I'm not suggesting 





Thomas  says. "But when 
the consumer 
doesn't have to see or 
touch the actual prod-
uct,
 buying it from the home is the 
way to 
go." 
The content of the course is not 
its only 
unique aspect. 
The  method in which 
it is 
taught is also state
 of the art. Thomas tea-
ches the  course 
in a classroom wired with 
telecommunications
 equipment that allows 
two other instructors
 to join in -from Cincin-
nati. 
Two open telephone lines
 permit stu-
dents  and teachers to talk, and by using a 
pressure -sensitive 
blackboard hooked to a 
video monitor, to 
communicate
 in writing 
as
 well. 
The instructors are employees of 
Amer-
ican Telephone
 and Telegraph Co.'s Na-
tional Sales and 
Marketing
 Education Cen-
ter, which trains Bell System 
customers to 
use new 
telecommunications  system. 
In fact, 
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 the course has only been 
taught once, ( there  are plans to offer 
it 
again 
in the spring I feedback has been posi 
tive from industry and 
students  alike. Two 
of Thomas' former students were hired as 
telemarketing managers 
after  completing 
the 
graduate  program, and others have 
re-
quested the creation of 
an advance course. 
Thomas has 
received numerous calls from 
companies interested in participating 
in the 
class, and from 
universities  that are 
consid-
ering teaching it. 
3 
Fliday, 























 mistletoe or 




green  stuff that 
withers  away 































































Thrift  shops 
satisfy  a 
basic
 need of 
bus-
tling 







San  Jose is 
littered 
with  thrift 
shops  and 
many






Santa  Clara 
and
 First streets,









 have to 
mill 
through a 
crowd  of 





price  to 
pay for 
"unique" 





 price paid for
 assorted 
merchandise  allows 
for








afford  an I. 





may  have 
to 
resort
 to the 
grandaddy  of 
San  Jose's 
thrift  
shops
  Thrift 







 The sign 
on the 
front of the
 store says 








has a bounty 
of "unique" 
items
 in stock. But
 they have 
to
 be gobbled 
up mighty 
quick because
 each item 
is one -
of -a -kind. No 
mass production
 here. 
And as far as 
quality  goes, each 
product 
is already
 broken in. 
Never  mind the 
minor 
scratches 
and flaws. A 




with  the lumps and 
sags  in 
all the
 right places, was a steal at 
99.55.  
But the savings don't stop at Thrift Vil-
lage. The variety of selection at various 














 Christmas trees can 
be
 purchased at thrift 
stores.
 






Village  is one alternative to 
the :aigh price of Christmas.
 
puzzle
 featuring the adventures of Wells 
Fargo could be obtained. 
What youngster 
wouldn't love that for 
hours  of enjoyment? 
Most of the 
thrift shops around San 
Jose  
carry the 
basic  similar items 
such as 
clothes, 
furniture,  shoes, literature, 
appli-
ances and music. But each varies in 
its se-
lection 
of miscellaneous accessories 
 the 
kind 
of stuff that's not always available
 in 
just "any" store. 
Thrift shops 
around  San Jose carry the 
original pang 
 the pioneer of the 
video 
game boom
  at a honey of a 
price. There 
are 
quality  works of art  
originals
 of Park-
hurst and Saxe to 
name
 a few  that have 
been discarded 




walls  at Christmas 
time. 
For 
those who can't 
afford real pine 
trees  or for the 
nature  lovers who loathe 
killing living 
things   thrift 
shops  provide a 
wide 
array of artificial 
white, silver and 




atomosphere  at each
 thrift store 
varies
 also, but the 
message




 shopping for 





past Second City 
Thrift 
Shop may miss 
the naked, waving
 manne-
quin who used to 
stand under the red 
awning  
by the front door. 
Aside from that, 
there are no window 
displays. to  flash the
 wares or any sappy 
saleswomen caked 
with makeup to 
assist
 
the buyer with help 
they
 don't need anyway. 
Customers 
at thrift shops are





 usually to the tune of 
some interesting 
music. Thrift Village 
is
 equipped with shop-
ping carts so shoppers





 at Thrift Village
 said, "every-
thing 






 thrift store, 
John  said he was 
"looking for 
something  for his kids 
for 
Christmas"
 and Brenda 
said  she "shops 
at
 
thrift  shops now 




 for ail the 
pomp 
and hype that goes
 with Christmas.
 
Too  many people get 
caught
 up in the com-
merciality of Christmas
 where the joy of 
giving  sometimes tends
 to go hand -in -hand
 
with
 the size of the
 price tag. 
Settling 
for  bargain 
prices  and 
"unique" gifts
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about  jumping the gun. 
Hell, the Thanksgiving turkey 
wasn't  
even in the oven yet. For that matter,
 my 
little sister hadn't even finished her Hallow-
een 
candy. But still, I went outside and the 
streets were already decorated in their 
green, red and white Christmas clothes. 
You know the stuff. That tinsel that goes 
up and down those poles and makes them 
look like big candy canes. How about 
the 
mistletoe all over the place? And the worst 
of all that fake snow and those snowmen. 
When was the last time it snowed in the Bay 
Area? 
Each year these 
decorations  seem to get 
put  up earlier and earlier. I figure in an-
other 10 years
 (I hope to graduate by then) 
I'm going to be out 
on the beach one lazy 
summer afternoon and I'm going to be 
trampled by all of those kids trying to get an 
early jump on seeing good ole' Saint Nick. 
I'm not a Scrooge prototype or anything 
like that. As a matter 
of fact, I love the 
Christmas season. However, when I start 
seeing these signs of 
Christmas,  I begin to 
panic. I am one to 
do things at the last min-
ute  and Christmas shopping is no different. 
Each year I have the same nightmare 
around this time. I dream
 that I head into 
my local
 Sears store ready to do all of my 
last-minute
 shopping. I go into the sewing 
department to 
buy  my mother the usual
  a 
robe or a 
wallet  and a purse  but the 
shelves are 
empty.  All the shelves 
are  
empty. All that's
 left in the entire store is an 
old Army 
surplus  tent with a hole in it and a 
mismatched
 pair of bedroom slippers.
 
To avoid this nightmare, I decided 
to get 
my Christmas shopping
 done early this 
year. I used to love to shop, but in recent 
years it has turned more into a chore. 
I headed to Serramonte Shopping Cen-
ter in Daly City. 
Normally  it's a five-minute 
drive from where I live, but with the traffic 
of early Christmas shoppers, it turned into a 
45-minute drive. By the time I battled
 three 
old ladies for a parking place, I was a ner-
vous wreck. 
But I had finally parked my beast and I 
figured my troubles were over. Was I 
wrong. 
There was more 
traffic inside the mall 
than outside, only this form of conjestion 
was worse. Elbows flew,
 toes got stepped 
on, and instead of hearing verbal exchanges 
like "Excuse me," or "Oh, I'm sorry," the 
chatter was 
more like "Watch out you 
idiot," or "If 
you  step on my foot one more 
time, I'll 
belt you one." 
While listening to all of these people ex-
press themselves, I thought it was
 funny 
that songs like "Silent 
Night"  and "The 
First Noel" played 
softly in the background. 
'Tis
 the season. 
I figured that I better get out of the big 
crowd before I got 
killed, so I escaped into a 
small  shop. Maybe I could buy Grandma 




have looked great on her wall, but when I 
looked at the 
price I realized I'd have to sell 




 and get a full-time job 
to be able 
to afford it. It looks like 
Grandma
 
gets the usual  a coffee mug.
 
I trudged back out into the shopping 
mall. If I thought the crowds
 were unbeara-
ble before, it was even 
worse   if that's 
possible - 
where all ot the children were 
waiting to see Santa Claus. 
That
 poor guy 






beard  had 
to
























 sorry for Santa 
Claus. 
This is probably a 
high  school kid who is 
trying to 
buy a car or 
something
 and has to 
put up with these
 little brats while 
their par-
ents  passively sit and let 






 embarrassed for 
poor  Santa after 
one infant 
with  a leaky diaper 
gave  him a 
bath.
 The poor guy.
 I decided to 
get moving 
before I began
 to cry. I was sick
 and tired of 
shopping and
 I had only been 
there for 45 
minutes.
 I decided 
that I'd go 
home  and 
relax. 
Forget about being a 
good guy and get-
ting 
my
 shopping done 
early.  worry 
about those 
crowds later. 'Tis the
 season of 
empty 




 Too bad it 
only  happens 
once




rush may be 









































































































By following the 
author's  simple 
 
instructions,














time  for gift -giving. 
What
 could be 
nicer than a gift 
you've made yourself?
 And 
 with finals around
 the corner and 
Christmas
 
on its heels, time
 is of the essence. 
These  
gifts are inexpensive
 (under $5) and can 
be
 






 gift takes 
less
 than a 
half
 hour to 
complete.
 A few folds
 and 
 
stitches in the right 




 ordinary place mat




Begin  with a 
standard
-sized 
)13x18 inches) oval or 
rectangular  place 
mat of quilted
 material or heavy
 cotton. For 
an 
oval place mat, 
fold  in half, then 
fold
 one 
end inside 3 
1/2  inches from 
the top. For a 
rectangualr
 place mat,
 make the first
 fold 
about 10 
inches from one 
end,  then fold 1 
inch of material
 inside at the 
other  end for 
hem along inside edge. 
For 
either  shape, pin 
and tack the folded
 
edge 
inside  to keep in 
place.
 Stitch the seam 
along each 
side of the purse
 close to the 
 outside 
edge;  stitch 
another
 row down each
 
side along the 
inside edge of 
piping  or trim. 
You need not 
stich the bottom





 closed or 
sew a 
button  to the 
top  folded end 
and make 
a 








scented  gift filled 
with potpourri. 
A sachet is 
attractive  and easy to 
make. The ribbon 
tie 
at the top slips over 
a clothes hanger. 




suggested),  two 
squares of lace 
larger 
than











Cut one piece 
of lace 1/4 
inch larger 
all around 




 piece 3/4 
inch larger. 
Lap  lace ruf-












Gather  edge of 
large  circle to 




 of lace 
ruffle.  Stitch 
the 
bottom  










-made  items 




pourri. Stitch the top half, catching 1 1/2 
inch ribbon loop at top center. Tighten outer 
hoop over lace. Pull ribbon or lace through 
screw opening at top of hoop and tie a bow. 
You may also 
want  to glue a piece of ribbon 
around




Blocks can keep children occupied for 
hours. Start saving your milk cartons and 
make you own. Rinse carton when empty 
and let dry. Use two milk cartons of the 
same size for each block 
(place one carton 
inside
 the other with the spout end of each 
cut off) to make the blocks sturdier. Simply 
cover with colorful 
paper  or fabric and start 
building. 
Guest Towels and 
Pillow
 Cases 
 You can quickly adds decorative and 
creative touch to store-bought hand towels 
or pillow cases with border trim and lace, 
ribbons, or appliques. If you 
sew,  this can be 
a good way to use your scraps of lace and 
ribbon while transforming an ordinary hand 






 The carrier is a convenient way to 
bring a few logs to the fireplace without get-
ting dirty. You can decorate the outside of 
the carrier or simply leave it a single color, 
depending oh your purpose or time you 
have 
available.  
Materials: 22x32 inch piece of 10 
oz. cot-
ton canvas; 96 inch
 length of 11/2 inch twill 
tape (available at awning repair shops), 
scrap material or applique. 
Directions: Hem all
 sides of canvas 
with 1 inch hem. Sew
 twill tape 5 inches 
from outer 
edges of carrier, placing
 tape 
ends at canvas center and extra 
lengths
 at 
top of canvas. Using a 
cookie
 cutter as a 
pattern, cut a tree 
applique from green cal-
ico and machine 
satin -stitch tree to front of 
carrier. The tree applique can be omitted 
from off-season use and other designs, such 






































































































Dec.  17. Perfor-
mances 
will  be held Mon. -
Fri. at 9:30 
a.m. and 11 











   
"A 
Christmas  Carol," 
the musical 
version of 
Charles  Dickens' 
famous  




















   
"Amahl and


















Theater  on 
Dec. 17 
at 2 p.m 
and 8 p.m.
 and on 




















from Dec. 3 
thru Dec. 
24.  William 
Pat-
erson 
and  Sydney 
Walker  
will 













except  Dec. 
24), on 













Dec.  21, 22, 
and 
23








$6.50 to $19.50. Geary 
Theatre,
 415 
Geary  St. 
(673-6440).  
   
Christmas holiday 
turns into chaos for 
a fam-
ily and their 
relatives  in 
Alan Ayckbourn's Ameri-
can premiere of "Season's 






































 sale items 











 CA 95116 
293-8445  














and  7 
p.m., 
Dec.
 15, 22 and 
Jan. 7, 
12, 












   
Dreamgirls is not a 
Christmas story,  but it is 
definitely one show you 
would not want to. miss 
The musiCal, which 
is 
based on the rise of the 
Su-
premes, has been a hit on 
Broadway and is now play-
ing in San 










Wed.  and Sat. 
at
 2:30 p.m. 
and Sun. at 
3 p.m. Tickets 
are $17 to 
$32.50. Golden
 
Gate Theatre, Golden 
Gate 
Ave. and Taylor








 Lynch's popular one -
act
 play, "A 
Letter  front 
Leo Gorcey,"
 Simon Levy 
directs 
"The 




tells of a 






will run from 
Dec.  9 thru 
Jan.
 14. Wed. -
Sat. 
at
 8 p.m., Sun 
at 7:30 
p.m., 
matinee  Sun. at 3 
p.m.
 Tickets are $7 to 
$10 
430 






   
Lionel Bart's "Oliver" 
will feature 
Fagin, the Art-
ful Dodger, and the rest of 
the crew in this exuberant 
musical version of Charles 
Dickens'  "Oliver Twist." 
The annual holiday fare 
will be playing at Theatre-
Works on Dec. 10, 15, 16, 17, 
21, 22, 23, 30, and 31 at 8 
p.m., Dec. 11 and 25 at 7 
p.m.,  with matinees on 
Dec. 11 and 18 at 2:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $5 to $10. Lucie 
Stern Center, 1350 Middle-
field Rd., Palo Alto 329-
2623).
 
   
"Mahagonny...City
 of 
Nets" is an abridged 
ver-
sion
 of the great Brecht/W-
eill opera, 














only crime is a 
lack of money. 
Playing  
through Jan 1, Thurs.-Sun. 
at
 8 p.m., with a matinee 
on Dec. 11 at 2 p.m. Tickets 
are $11 to $9.





   
Music  and 
Dance
 
A visually inspiring and 
impressive six -tiered, tree 
shaped arrangement of 154) 
Bethel Church choir mem-
bers, singing traditional 
music of the season will in-
clude a 45 -piece orchestra. 
small vocal 







 choir on Dec. 10 and 11 
at 3:30 p.m. and 8 
p.m.  




San Jose. Tickets are 
available at the San Jose 
Box Office (246-11601. 
   







on Dec. 10 at 8 
p.m.; "Messiah Sing," on 
Dec.
 12 at 7:30 p.m. and 
"Christmas
 Concert" on 
Dec. 11. DeAnza College, 




   
Tandy Beal's modern 
version of the fairy tale, 
the "Nutcracker"
 is an 
inspirational
 performance 
for adults a6 well as chil-
dren. The premiere 
will  be 
held on Dec. 11 at 2:30 p.m. 
and 7:30 p.m.
 Palace of 
Fine Arts Theatre, Bay 
and Lyon streets, San
 
Francisco.
 Tickets are 
$10.  
It will also be performed at 
UC Santa Cruz, Perform-
ing Arts Theatre, on Dec. 
16 at 7:30 p.m. and 
Dec 17 
and 18 at 3 p.m.
 and 7:30 
p.m. Tickets are 
$6.50 in 
advance, $7.50 at the
 door. 






The best traditional 
versions of the "Nut-
cracker" can be seen at the  






 16, 17, 20, and 
23 at 8 p.m. with matinees 
on Dec. 17, 18, 
20,  21, 22, 23, 
and 
26





Oakland  ( 465-6400). San 
Francisco Ballet: 
Dec.  14 
at 11 a.m. and
 4 p.m. and 
on Dec.
 31 at 2 p.m. Tickets 
are $4 
to





Ness  avenue 









































































































him in a 
manger;  
because  













































































 on Dec. 
25.  The 
















































which  was 









































tianity more attractive to possible pagan 
converts. 
Pagan aspects still remain in the cele-
bration of Christmas, especially in Ameri-
can and British festivities. The burning of 
the yule log was a tradition passed down to 
English-speaking 
countries by people of 
Scandinavian ancestry. At the winter 
solstice the Scandinavians of pagan times 
would burn huge bonfires in honor of the 
god, Thor. In England, large yule logs would 
be burned 
as
 members of the family took 
turns saluting the log with song. 
The pagan Druids also used mistletoe in 
their rites, and attributed to it magic heal-
ing powers. The green was  regarded as a 
symbol of peace, and opposing warriors who 
came under it would call a truce. It was also 
customary for mistletoe to 
be
 placed over 
doors, as a symbol of friendship for 
those  
who entereo. Visitors were also greeted with 
a kiss, which is probably how the romantic 
entrapments under the mistletoe got 
started. 
As the Christmas
 holiday developed, 
Christians developed their own traditions., 
St. Francis of Assisi started the one of the 
nativity scene, hoping to make the events 
around the birth of Christ more understand-
able. 
One legend about the origin of the 






































through a pine forest on Christmas Eve and 
being inspired by the sight of the stars twin-
kling through the branches. When 
he
 
reached his home, he cut down a fir tree and 
decorated it with small candles for his chil-
dren, so they could see the heavens as he 
did. 
Another plant with Christmas signifi-
cance is the holly. The prickly leaves and 
red berries were seen to symbolize the 
Crown of  Thorns and blood of Christ. 
Among the most famous traditions is 
the one of various gift -givers in many lands. 
The most well-known is Santa Claus, hut 
other countries have different traditions. In 
Italy it is St. Befana, who leaves presents 
for children on the eve of the Epiphany. The 
Epiphany is on Jan. 6, and 
commemorates  
the coming of the Magi to the Christ Child. 
According to 
legend,
 Befana was a woman 
too busy with housework to give hospitality 
to the three kings, and asked them to return 
when she was not so busy. They never did, 
so Befana watches for 
them every Epiph-
any. 
In Holland, Dutch children
 await the ar-
rival 
of
 St. Nicholas on Christmas Eve. 
Dressed in his bishop's robes, he leaves 
pre-
sents 
for the children in their wooden shoes 
and as customary, leaves chairs overturned 
and the room in general disarray. The chil-
dren also leave hay on the window sills for 
for his white horse Sleipner. 
Santa Claus evolved from St. 
Nicholas
 
after Dutch settlers brought 
him to New 
Amsterdam, which is now 
New York. Writer 
Clement Moore 
transformed St. Nick from 
the thin ascetic in bishop's robes to the red -
suited, plump elf with reindeer 
and  sleigh 
we all know 
today.
 
To find out more about Christmas tradi-
tions, resource books to consult are The 
Christmas Book by the National Recreation 
Association 
and Let's Celebrate Christmas 
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By Jennifer Koss 
Christmas is a time of 
anticipation for 
children.  Their dreams and 
desires usually 
outstrip reality, but 
who  would have it any 
other way? 
It is the mysterious quality
 of the season 
that makes
 it so special. The 
air  is potent 
with hushed secrets, 
adults are scurrying 
about
 on unknown errands, 
and  sleighbells 
seem
 to jingle 'round every corner. 
As each child
 wonders what 
Santa  will 
bring, the days before
 Christmas stretch in-
terminably on, and his list to Santa
 grows. 
The children 
at Frances Gullahand 
Child Care Center, at 
10th
 and San Salvador 
streets, are no strangers to 
the land of 
Christmas dreams. When asked, 'What 
do 
you 




Amanda Well, 3, knows what she
 wants 
 "I want a baby and I want a house." 
What  else? 
"I want kids." 
But Amanda, don't
 you already have a 
house, and kids to 
play
 with? 
"Uh-huh. I want a baby, and 
I want a 
house, and kids." 
0. K. 









Four -year -old Christopher
 Dugan said 
he wants a Hot Wheels
 car, "cause I like 
'em. I never had  one. 
"You set
 the track up and then you put
 
the race car on it; and then, 
I'm going to get 
a giant zerk 
those


















Age  3 
Color Holiday Portraits
 
Give the Gift only 
you can give 
to 
someone






















Augustin  Udofia 
Age 4 
Augustin is four 






















game  is Ms. 
Pac  
Man,
 she said. 
"It's
 fun to play,"
 she said. 
"I







else  too  it's 
a ring 
for my 














 an elfish grin. 
"At 
my old house, 
I got something 
spe-
cial once a 






year  old Armando Molino 
said he's 
got an Atari game and
 part of it is missing, 
so 
he's
 hoping Santa 
will
 bring the missing 
part.  
He also 
said  he wants "a computer and 
E.T. Not a 
puppy   he 
(Santa)
 
can't  bring a 
puppy in his bag." 
















Underoos are the 
underwear  kids run 
around
 in these days. He used 
to have some 
Superman 
Underoos,  but he  
lost
 them, 





Karn, 5, said she would like a 
"little" video game and a key car too.
 
"And I want a 
little  baby Strawberry 
Shortcake  an Angel Cake," she said wist-
fully. 






 said he 
wants 
Santa  to bring him 
a Burning Key 
Car. What's that? 
-You 
put a key in 






 a Slam Shifter





 Chuks' house will have
 a noisy 
Chrg,ntas, if he gets his 





Erica Weil, 5, is a girl who knows
 what 
she wants. 
"I want a Dream Bed 
it  has a Barbie 
doll in a bed. 
"I'd 
like  a swimming pool  a big one 
with a ladder and stuff, a Strawberry
 Short-
cake doll, a watch and a Pretty Pony. It gets 
a stable with it, and 
then  the pretty ponies." 





Katamba Minh is into 
cars. 
He said he wants "those car tracks  
they go up the 
wall.  And that Night Rider's 
thing that goes 
around a track." 
Maybe Katamba should ask Santa to 
clear it with his
 mother first. She may be a 
bit leery 




A racing set and a model of the Dukes of 
Hazzard are on five -year -old Garrihd Pal-
au's
 list to Santa. 
He also wants "the Night Rider car," he 
said, "and a (Walkman; radio for when I'm 
in first grade  lean take it there." 
Garrihd said he'd like 
the radio for 
Christmas even if he is not allowed to enter 





Felzenszwalb  is four years 
old,
 
and he never stops moving. Maybe because 
it was naptime, and children are notorious 
for getting rambunctious
 at beddy-bye time. 




Gross? Why do you want him, Gabriel? 
"Well, there's a trap 
under  him where 
he's sitting, and when he moves to another 
table, he traps someone. 
"And I want
 Luke Skywalker. 
"The  Rancor is in the trap and he tries 
to eat
 Luke, but Luke throws a little rock 
and then it lands right on the button  of the 
Rancor 






Tony Miller, 5, may




 some money  95,000  be-
cause I 
don't  have much in 
my piggybank." 
Gee 
Tony,  that's a lot of 
money.
 What do 
you plan 
on
 doing with it? 
"Buy some 
more  money." 
Oh. Sounds 
like a plan  think 
Santa  
























One of the biggest mistakes most tourists make when 
they visit the state of Hawaii is not getting any farther than 
Oahu, the most populated and popular island in the Ha-
waiian chain. 
Oahu, with its bustling urban centers of Honolulu and 
Waikiki, is great if you're into Las Vegas -style night life and 
surfing the big waves. But if you want to experience  the 
slower side of Hawaiian life there's no place better than the 
Big Island, the one that is actually called 
Hawaii.
 
The island of Hawaii, with a 
total  land mass of 4,038 
square miles and a 
population  of 92,053, has the smallest 
population 
per square mile of any of the Hawaiian islands. 
King Kamehameha  
I. the "Great Uniter of the Islands,"
 
ruled his kingdom from the Big Island where he was born. 
There  are still remains of many of the 
original  Hawaiian 
villages, some dating back 
to




Hawaii  is also known as the Volcano
 Island. There are 
four active volcanoes on 
the island: Kilauea, Mauna
 Loa, 
Haulalai, 
and  Mauna Kea. 
Although
 Haulalai and Mauna
 Kea haven't erupted 
in 
hundreds  of years, they are
 still considered active 
and have 
the 
potential  of 
blowing  their 































cubic  yards 
of





Although  many 
tourists get a 





 of the Big
 Island look 
upon the 
eruptions  with
 an attitude 





 to Hawaii, 




 there. They 
also cause 





A trip to 
Volcanoes  National
 Park is a 
must
 for visitors 
to 
Hawaii.





the park as 
well
 as miles of 
jungle  wilderness
 open to back-
packers.
 Camping in 
the park is 
free,  but 
campers
 are only 
allowed to 
stay at any one 
campsite for a 





 are located 
adjacent to Ki-
lauea
 and the third
 is located 
near
 the oceanside









 into saunas 
you would do 
well to check 
out  the 
numerous steam vents near the Kilauea 
area campsites. 
Underground water streams meeting with the red hot rock 
far beneath the earth's surface provide a continuous flow of 
steam spouting from cracks in the
 ground. 
For those with the true
 outdoor spirit (and the time) 
there is a fifteen -mile
-long trail that begins near the Kilauea 
area and leads
 to the 13,677 -foot -high summit of Mauna Loa 
where ice 
lingers in cracks protected from 
the sun. 
Hikers and campers in the 
mountainous
 volcano section 
of the park should be aware 
that although temperatures are 
a comfortable 
70 to 80 degrees during the 
daytime, they dip 
into the low 
40's  and even 
mid  30's at night. 
If the low 
nighttime
 temperatures in the volcano area 
























for a cabin in the 
park is $14 per 
night,
 per cabin, 
regard-
less
 of how 
many
 people 





miles  down the 
Chain  of 























 in the 



































































isn't really the same as 
it's portrayed on Mag-
num. P.I. and Hawaii
 Five-0, but 
its
 a 
vacation  worth tak-








 most of the bigger 
islands,
 while still having 
the flora and fauna. 
After 
spending  most of last 
summer
 on Maui, I found out 
how to survive, 
what
 to eat and what to pack,
 on a limited 
space and 
money  budget. 
WHAT TO PACK:




 to fry. Bring plenty 
of shorts and extra 
towels. (For 
that matter, always hang
 up your towels unless 
you want 
them to rot). Otherwise, pack 
what you will use, 
and nothing else.
 Not more than two 
pairs of long pants, 
and 
then only for 
places  with dress codes. 
You can buy 
most everything, 
but be prepared to 
pay 
plenty. Prices run 
about 20 percent 





 must is a 
good
 pair of sunglasses.
 Either 
bring some or 
buy some there 
immediately.  It'll save 
your 
eyes. Don't be 
ashamed  of having  
one of those trendy
 
leashes  either. In 
Hawaii
 it's almost a necessity.
 Especially 
if 
you are going in and 




 away when you 
get home, or give 
it
 to a trend-
fol lowing friend. 
Also, be prepared for everybody and their proverbial 
brother to expect a tip.
 But don't feel obligated 
since  most of 
he 
workers  there are 
out to weasel 





 Unless, of 
course,  you 
take 
an open -bar flight





 bringing your. 
own personal 
stereo
 because the 
l'ficj4-
11dvs"--
es, even at night. 
omoamoa is laced with black lava rock walls, some 
by ancient 
Hawaiian  villagers and others built by 
ranchers in the 1880s. 
Nearby,  you can visit the re
-
of
 a stone altar
 where ancient Hawaiian high priests 
iffered human 
sacrifices  to their gods. 
tie
 can easily
 see why the early Hawaiians chose this 
or
 habitation; 
besides  being a great spot for fishing, 
amoa is blessed with an abundance
 of coconut palms. 
island -style treat is in store for
 those Komoamoa 
ers with the power and aim to knock the coconuts from 
ees. But be 
forwarned  the coconuts are heavy and 
they fall from twenty feet
 up they possess the velocity 
'eight to split a man's head wide open. Strange as it 
ound, airborne
 coconuts are one of the major causes of 
on the Big Island during 
storms. 
dcanoes National Park is by no means all there is to 
g Island for tourists on a tight budget. There are free 
grounds that line the entire coast. And the great thing 
d of them are usually empty, or almost empty. The 
ican Automobile Association publishes an excellent 







airline -issued ones are brutal
 to the ears, especially after 
five hours. 
WHERE TO STAY: Anywhere you can. Take care of 
this 
beforehand
 if possible. There are hotels, and you can 
stay as cheaply as $18 to $20 a night, but getting these rooms 
isn't
 easy, and they're usually located over the hotel bar. 
Sleeping on the beach isn't all it's cracked up to be. It's cold, 
windy, and the crime potiential is high. The best alternative 
is to find someone already there to live with. 
SURVIVAL TIP: If you're not used to walking, or don't 
want to, you have two choices;  hitchhike or rent. Hitchhik-
ing is quite accepted in the Hawaiian Islands. It's illegal, but 
overlooked by the authorities unless you stick out your 
thumb. Just stand facing 
traffic
 on a busy corner, and surf-
ers will generally pick you up after only a 
short wait. But 
watch out, many of the drivers in Hawaii, especially on 
Maui, are under the influence of some form of mind altering
 
substance.  Some of them permanently, 
Renting a car or bicycle can be expensive, but is 
a great 
way to get around and to pick up other tourists. 
HOW NOT TO LOOK LIKE A TOURIST: If you don't 
mind people taking 
advantage and laughing at you, this 
section is strictly optional. However, read on if you don't 
want to be called an "ackie" ca slang term used by people I 
met who characterize all 
tourists
 as comming from Akron, 
Ohio).  
Try not to carry a camera wherever you
 go. DOn't wear 
shirts that say "Hawaii 83" or some similarly stupid phrase. 
Save those shirts for the mainland to impress people you 
don't  know. 
Wear older, broken in, aged sandels.
































































most  other kids, 
I didn't have the 
luxury of taking time
 off from school to 
suf-
fer 
from it. No, this virus 
had to come just 
before the 
Christmas  vacation.
 I missed no 
more actual days of school 
than I would if I 
had caught










 on top of 
it. 
Actually,
 I looked 
like




than a furry re-
indeer. There 
wasn't a place
 on my body 
that didn't 











when  I 




















 at first it 
was  a mere rash 
that 
decided










out  of 
the 
waiting room.
 I knew I 




thereafter I had 
a fever and more
 
spots than
 anybody would 
care to count. 
cikc 
Having chicken pox,
 I was of course 
quarantined  to the house.
 No Midnight 
Mass,  caroling, 
wassailing,  Christmas
-tree 
cutting for me. All 
I got to do was stay 
home 
and itch. And itch. And 
ITCH.  The doctor 
had prescribed a salve of wet 
baking  soda to 
smear all over my sores. It 
didn't work. All 
the stuff did was cake and flake, making 
me 
appear as a red -spotted 
Dalmatian  with 
dandruff. 
I solved 
the  itching problem by 
turning 
into a prune of sorts. 
When it was partic-
ularly
 bad, I would go and sit 
in my bathtub 
two or three times a day. Sitting 
in that cool-
ing 
water  was among the few times
 of real 
peace I 




waterlogged  I 
got. 
Being sick, I 
didn't  have to dress
 up for 







spend $7.00-S8.00 for an album
 
only  to 
find
 
out  you don't 
like  it, 
or only 
like  1 or 2 songs on it? CRC rents the top 100 albums at a 
fraction of the purchase price! Our albums are carefully inspected 
before and after each rental and only after six times out are they 
retired and a new copy is opened for rental. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 









 per customer Offer expires 
12131183  
Christmas dinner
 (or get to eat much of it, 
either), with the exception of the white 
gloves. 
Usually  you 




ladies  in long dresses. But 
when  my 
mother
 had me put on 
a pair at night, it 
wasn't for 
fashion.  When I went
 to sleep 
there was
 no way anyone 
could  tell me to 
stop itching. 
As





 sleep and nearly bled to 
death.  
The gloves,
 when I finally accepted 
wearing  
them, became an effectiveif not comfort-
ablebarrier between my sharp little 
finger-
nails and my blisters. And they
 are the rea-
son why my skin is less 
pockmarked today 
than it would have
 been without them. 
Although
 the Christmas 
vacation was a 
Friday, 







 presents, the 




 dinner, I 
















 but it happened
 all the same.
 
The excitement
 of finally 
being  able do 
something,  to 
participate
 in a 
Christmas
 
that  before had 




 what did it. 
Being able to give presents to my loved 
ones helped me to put 
Christmas  back into 
perspective. I was finally able to think about 
something else other than my troubles
  
something that I hope Christmas can do for 















 La.  ( AP) Police had
 to 
keep order outside 
a Louisiana store 
jammed by more than 
100 would-be pur-
chasers of the hard -to-find 
Cabbage Patch 
dolls, but a Pennsylvania store
 decided the 
fairest way to distribute its 
allotment was to 
give them away at local
 hospitals. 
And in Milwaukee, a radio station's gag 
announcement that a B-29 bomber would 




 out about two 
dozen believers




 of Cabbage 
Patch  
mania are yarn
-haired,  one -of -a -kind dolls 
born in the 
imagination of a Georgia
 moun-
tain craftsman named
 Xavier Roberts. 
He 
called them 
"Little  People" and
 made just 
150,000, selling them 
for "adoption fees" 
of 






 faster than 





Inc.  of West 
Hartford, 
Conn.,  where a 
computer designs
 each one. 
Each doll 





The price is $18 to 
$25
 officially. But a 
New Jersey firm, Rowe -Manse Emporium 
of Clifton, is advertising that it will sell them 
for $50  if enough people are willing to give 
up mint -condition dolls for $40 via the com-
pany's "Cabbage Patch Trading 
Post."  
A 
huge  crowd gathered Wednesday 
morning outside the Circus World toy More 




 through the 
gate," said Pam Austin, assistant store 
manager. "We had 
to call and get the cops 
to let
 us in.  
Just  a few 
months  ago the
 store had 
36 
of the dolls,
 "and they 
just kind of 
sat 
around,"  Ms. 
Austin  said. The
 demand is 
now  so high 
that
 there was 




 "we had 
to have a 
drawing
 for 





























































































































































































































 the season. Final
 exams loom 
ahead and the 
sweet  smells, 
brightly
 col-
ored lights, and warm 
glow of Christmas 
lie  
just beyond. As 
students prepare 
for finals 
visions of home, 
sleeping in, and 
mom's  
great  cooking, briefly 
dance  in their heads. 
For
 women re-entry 
students  with fami-
lies,  the visions are 
more
 likely to be of 
Christmas  preparations that 
must  be com-
pleted 
before friends and 
relatives  descend 
upon
 them for Christmas dinner.
 
Balancing
 an :...!ademic life and 
a fam-
ily life is hard work,
 and preparing for 
finals 
while preparing for 
the holidays is an extra 
challenge  that comes 
at
 one of the busiest 




their lives by 





 change their 
careers
 or further the 
ones they already
 have. Some, who
 are re-
tired or in a rut at 
work,  find college stimu-
lates new ideas 
and directions. 







longer wanted to be a secretary," said 
Maria Lemery, 39, public relations 
major.  
Others are pursuing their college educa-
tions for more pragmatic  reasons. 
"I want a career to be self-sufficient. If 
something happens to ( husband)
 Richard I 
can take care of myself and my daugheter," 
said Roberta Vogel, 34, public relations 
major. 
"A dream that I had
 had since seventh 
grade was that I would be a therapist. I felt 
a lot of family pressure, none of 
it
 voiced, 
that the women in my family went to col-
lege," said Carol Atkinson, 37, human devel-
opment major. 
Making dreams come true and 
reaching  
goals is hard work. A common difficulty 
that the students I talked with was coordi-
nating the 
schedules
 of family members and 
their own academic schedules. 
"Finding classes at the right time so 
that I 
could  be home with my children when 
they were not in 
school,
 and finding quiet 




"There was no time for me at all. I was 
constantly working to 
be












Although  each student has reasons for 
her own life for returning
 to school, a com-
mon thread runs through the remarks of 
several older women students I  talked to  
obtaining a degree is a long -held goal. 
"When my youngest child went to first 
grade, I felt I 
had time ( to go back). I al-
ways wanted
 to go to college. Now I really 
have something for my golden years. I feel 
that I'm growing . 
It was a way to express 
myself," said Jan Bahringer, 37, health
 pro-
fessions major. 
"Because of all those experiences of liv-
ing in Europe for seven years, seeing the 
museums and
 art galleries, it picqued my 
curiosity to learn," said Gail Re, 38, public 
relations major. 
"I had always
 wanted to do it, and I no 
and  Christmas is 
the time we 
should  be to-




 papers due, 
it is 
one way of 
getting  out of 
obligations.  People 
understand.
 My husband
 is very 
under-
standing. I don't
 think about 











precedence  over 
everything is 
studying,  and 
Christmas  doesn't
 happen 
until  after exams," 
Lemery  said. 






gifts.  Nothing 
gets done 
until  finals are 
over. It takes 
so much to 
study 




involvement  in 





 do them both at the 
same time 
These two things are 
mutually  exclusive." 
Atkinson said. 
"Finals come
 first. I put everything else 
on hold. I 
just
 forget everything 
until  after 
finals.
 If I cant' get everything 
done in a 
week it just doesn't get
 done," Bahringer 
said. 
This year the last exam
 will be given on 
Dec. 
19,  leaving five full days 
before 
Christmas. Come Dec. 
20, you can bet the 
women re-entry 




 students, but as creators of 
holiday
 
memories  for theirfamilies.
 Deck the halls 
with boughs of holly, 










the importance of things in $ 
my life 
( was the most difficult).
 It's more $ 
than
 setting priorities. It 
gets down to an 
acceptable level of 
stress,
 letting go of some # 
of the roles that 
I 
had in order to do the # 
student role 
well.  I am still the mother, # 
housewife, 
cook, but I do them with less 
in-  
tensity and 




How do re-entry students get
 through 
finals and the holiday
 season? As Lemery 
suggests, setting 
priorities  is the answer.
 & 
"There  is no such thing as Christmas 
until 
finals are over, and then I invade the * 




to worry about 
that.  We're in this together, # 

















Kirkwood  for 
only 
$15
 a day 
with the Kirkwood 
Kard. 
For 
a one-time investment 
of
 only $5, you can 
purchase a 
Kirkwood  Kard that lets you ski 
Kirkwood any day, all 
season long  for only 
$15 a day! 
That's  a savings of $10 




As an extra 
bonus,  if you purchase the 
Kirk-
wood
 Kard prior to December
 23rd, you can 
ski your first day
 for only $10! 
Simply 
show a valid student body
 card at the 
Main Lodge 
Ticket  Office when you 
buy your 
Kirkwood Kard. 
Ft   
KIRK 
WOOD] 



















on snow makes the 
mountains glis-
ten as 
winter comes to 
Idaho.
 The hills and 
val-
leys and crisp 
blue
 skies hold a special 
enchant-
ment for young and old alike. 
The
 air is filled with the clean, country 
fra-
grance of pine trees. 
Snow-covered  mountains 
appear 
closer than a gloved fingertip. 
Temperatures 
drop to 20 degrees or lower, 
yet the cold is too dry to be 
bone-chilling. With 
few inhabitants and much of the land yet un-
tamed, this state is a magical winter retreat
  
far 
away from the fast -paced holiday crowd. 
Nature's cup overflowed with abundance 
here, spilling enough rivers and lakes over the 
land to make a fisherman's heart sing with joy. 
Nestled between the Weiser and the Snake 
Rivers near the state's western boundary, 
Weiser, Idaho typifies small-town
 living at its 
best. 
With a population of 4,771, Weiser is famed 
for its annual fiddle festival, held in early sum-
mer. The 
event attracts fiddlers from the fur-
thest corners of 
the state. Campers, families 
and all
 




to Weiser by the thousands. 
The town appears to be heavy into religion, 
sporting
 



















America,  is the 
holiday
 season. It is 















































 9, 1983 
A skier (upper 
left) tackles 
the slopes at McCall ski 
area, situated 
approxi-
mately 100 miles north of 
Weiser, 
Idaho. 




thenucleus  of the' 
ski resort, and is known by 
Idaho residents
 as "mini 
Lake Tahoe."
 The Galloway 
House (bottom) is located in 
downtown
 Weiser and cost 
h5:000 tb-bbild
 MO; nthk- ' 
ing it the town's most expen-
sive residence. Jack and 
Marianne Myer currently 
live in the house 
and have 











Scenes from the 
peaceful  life 






in Idaho. About 75 
Hitt Mountain




miles  north of Weiser, pop. 





a gurgling creek sports 
enthusisasts








 amonc the 
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from  page 13 
In addition to the 
State  and National Parks, there 
are also many 
privately
 owned resort areas that allow
 
outsiders
 on their beaches at no 
charge.  One of the 
nicest
 is the Sheraton Royal 
Waikoloa  beach area. 
Waikoloa is 
like  an oasis, located about 23 
miles  
north of the 
town  of Kailua, in the middle 
of
 miles of 
arid lava flow.
 Windsurfing and surfskiing 
equipment  
are available 





 at Waikoloa Beach is 
like
 step-
ping into the pages
 of a National Geographic;
 once you 
get out past the half -mile 
mark  you can look down into 
the
 water and see fantastic
 coral formations and 
exotic fish fathoms below 
the surface. 
If you get the itch 
to spend some of those tourist 
dollars you
 saved by camping out instead 
of checking 
into the 
hotels, the Sheraton Royal 
Waikoloa is the 
place to do it. It has no less 
than five great bars, each 
with a different atmosphere
 and nightly entertain-
ment. The hotel also 
presents
 an all-out beachside luau
 
every Friday night. 
Free 
accomodations  near Wa!koloa 
are  no prob-
lem. Hapuna Beach State 
Park is a mere four miles 
north of Waikoloa 





 parks of Oahu, those 
of the Big 
Island are
 as safe as, or safer 
than,  any in California.
 
Numerous
 accounts, mostly 
true,  of unwarranted 
at-
tacks
 on tourists in Hawaiian
 campgrounds have 
found  
their 
way  to the Mainland 
over the past few 
years. 
Although 
this type of thing is 
commonplace  on some of 
the other 
islands,  it just 
doesn't
 happen on the 
Big 
Island. 
Perhaps  it has to do 
with  the relatively low 
population 
density  there. Things 
are a lot slower 
and  
more spread
 out; locals need a 
genuine reason to 
punch you out.
 This is Hawaii! 
At this 
point  you're probably
 saying to 
yourself  
"Sounds 
great,  but how do I 
get  there?" 
HOW TO GET TO THE BIG ISLAND CHEAPLY: 
Although 
there  are two airlines 
that  fly directly to the 
Big Island, the
 least expensive 




 Airport and 
then  
catch a stand-by 
flight  from there to 
Hawaii.  
The reason this winds 
up




 route is that there are 
more  airlines and 
flights from the  Mainland
 to Oahu than there are
 to 
Hawaii.
 The least expensive of these
 Mainland -to-
Oahu -only airlines 
is
 by far Pacific East Airlines. 
Sev-
eral times a year Pacific 
East offers $120 one-way 
fares  to Oahu. Super
-discount,
 stand-by flights from 
the  Mainland to Oahu are also 
more available than 
they are to any other island. 
Once you 
make  it to Oahu it is no 
problem to catch 
a 820 stand-by flight 
on
 Mid Pacific or Hawaiian
 Air at 
almost any 
given time of the day. Many
 hardcore 
inter -island
 travellers prefer flying Mid Pacific be-
cause they offer their
 passengers unlimited free beer 
for the entire 




 to the islands should beware of 
the seemingly outrageous 
bargain air fare/hotel pack-
age deals offered by many of 
the  island -bound airlines. 
They sound good at first, but it 
should  be understood 
that they are designed to extract the
 maximum 
amount of cash from tourists in the long -run. 
If you ever do consider one of 
these package deals 
make sure you read the fine print. Most of the package 
deals include severe and potentially
 costly restrictions 
on their flights. These restrictions include  additional 
air fare or complete forfeiture of tickets if you want to 
change your time 
of
 arrival or departure. The package 
deals also severely limit 
your
 mobility once you reach 
the island of your choice as you are usually only al-
lowed to stay at the hotel included in the package for 
yo-
 entire stay unless






















Island,  but you 
may
 wind up spending
 half of 
your 
vacation  standing by 
the side of the road.
 There 
just
 aren't that many 
cars  driving the 
highways. 
There is also a 
county
 bus that can take 
you  three-
quarters
 of the way around




 The bus leaves the 
town of Kailua around 
7 
a.m. and reaches
 its final destination 
in the mountain-
ous 
Puna  District 
about
 2 p.m. and then












 ride than 
the Big 



















 over the 








is all it takes
 to find 
one.
 Most bicy-
cle  rental 
outfits  
require






staying  at 
one
 of the local
 resorts 
though.  
But renting a car is by far the best way to 
tour  the 
island in a limited amount
 of time. Most Big Island car 
rental agencies
 don't require that you have a 
credit
 
card in order to 
rent
 a car, as is the case on 
the Main-
land. Two of the 
most
 reasonable car rental 
agencies  
on the Big Island,
 Ugly Duckling and 
Paradise,  are 
located in 
Kailua.
 Each of these agencies 
maintains a 
fleet of slightly 
older,  slightly more 
beaten
 used cars 
that they rent
 at a discount rate. You
 can rent one of 
these little
 gems from Ugly 
Duckling
 for thirteen dol-
lars
 a day or from 
Paradise  for fifteen dollars
 a day 
with no additional 
charge  for mileage. 
Neither  of these 
agencies requires
 that you have a 
credit card in order
 
to rent a 
car.  However, for 
some
 odd reason, both
 
require that 
you have an out 
of
 state  driver's 
license.  
But obviously,
 this does not 




 choose thumb, 








though; the main thing 
is just to get there and 
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sist  that 
you're 
as




who  will 












 or store 
you've 











DO:  As 
if














































 hotel row 
on Maui, and 
therefore is 
a great place
 for people 
watch-
ing.  It also 
has




















































































 best food. 
If 
you're  low 
on money,
 you 
can  get a 
cheap 


























For scenery, the 
Haleakala  Crater, at 
over 10,000 feet, offers 
an incredible view 
and isn't a typical tourist 
trap it's free! 
Beware  the occassional arctic 
conditions  
and the lower oxygen level though. 
Probably the most beautiful scenery on 
Maui is in 
Hana. The Oheo Gulch (seven 
sacred pools) 
is fantastic for a campout 
or 
an all -day 




 parts of the island, 
while  
beautiful, is a 
bumper  to bumper, long, 
twisty, all -day, 
tediously  slow trip. There 
are plenty of tropical
 paradise waterfalls 
along the road, 
though,
 if you need a break. 
But the most 
beautiful  parts of Maui are 
those you don't 
find
 in the tourist pamplets. 
These hidden spots that only 
the locals fre-
quent are what really make the island more 
than a tourist place. 
But that's why they're a secret, and not 
listed. Sorry, but you'll have to find them 
yourself. Well, a hint of where I had most of 
my 
fun, and places where I heard the most 
about, are the areas around the 
two points 
furthest apart on Maui. 
WHEN TO 
LEAVE:  When you run out 
of money. 
If you 
want to stay,  like most people, 
you'll 
have
 to work. But don't despair, the 
job market is healthy,
 for good workers), 
and the


















By John Venturino 
What's got you looking so glum there, 
Bunky?
 
You say you're sick and tired 
of school 
and work and rain and wind and gloom and 
you just want to get 
away from homework 
and exams and traffic and noise and soot 
and grime, and you planned to take a vaca-
tion to some 
exotic  beach and bask in the 
warm tropical sun and drink 
pina coladas 
all day, but you've discovered
 that you don't 
have the money to pay for it so 
you figure 
you're
 stuck here in saturated 
California  for 
the whole semester break. 
Is 
that what's bothering you, 
Shorty? 
Well,  don't look so bleak there Little Buddy, 
maybe you can make 
that  trip after all. How 
do two weeks and two days of beautiful,
 un-
crowded beaches on the Baja peninsula 
sound'? If you've got 
$300 you have already 
paid for your 
transportation
 and lodging on 
the Green Tortoise. 
The Green 
Tortoise,  a San Francisco-
based travel agency operates 
several spe-
cially 
converted old buses that sleep as 
well
 
as transport 35 passengers.
 Teh tortoise is a 
far cry 
from
 luxury, and you won't
 hear a 
tour guide saying 
"And  on your 
right... "but 
if your idea of a good time is 
partying non-
stop, 




 Tortoise is the only way to 
fly. 
If you 
are looking for seclusion
 on your 
vacation  this may not be the trip 
for you, but 
if the idea 
of a group-oriented excursion
 to 
remote,
 non -commercialized beaches
 on the 
Baja coast 
sounds  appealing, 
this trip is 
worth checking out. ( Be warned, the 
Green  
Tortoise has a reputation for stopping at 
every nude beach from 
Ensenada  to Cabo 
San Lucas.) 
Everyone pitches in for food 
which  is 
prepared in kitchen facilities on board the 
bus,
 and in barbecues on campgrounds 
along the 
way. 
The $300 cost also includes the use 
of two 
sunfish 
sailboats, two sailboards, and some 
snorkeling equipment. 
If 
you  aren't a sun and surf 
worshiper,
 
the Green Tortoise 
also offers a 23 -day ex-
cursion into the lush jungles and 
rugged
 de-
sert highlands of the Mexican peninsula for 
the ridiculously low 
price  of $399, which also 
includes  air fare from Mexico 
City  back to 
Tijuana. Ruins 
of
 Mayan and Aztec temples,
 
and Spanish 
fortresses are some of the 
major  
points  of interests along the way. 
The Green 
Tortoise  plans departures for 
the Baja trip on Dec. 16 
and 23, and for the 
the Mexican mainland 
trip
 on Jan. 6 and 13. 
For further 
information
 contact the 
Green Tortoise at (415) 285-2441.
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--There are so 
many  ways to send off 
your holiday homemades. A 
pretty basket 
or canister filled to the brim with 
cookies
 or 
candies can be 
trimmed with brightly col-
ored ribbon or tiny pine 
cones.  Fancy fruit-
cakes and breads need only a 
plastic
 wrap-
ping with a sprig of holly for decoration. 
An ordinary jar can
 be made festive by 
covering the lid with Christmas
 fabric and 
tying
 a bow. Simply cut a circle of fabric 
larger than the lid (about 1 
inch larger) with 
pinking shears. Place
 material over lid and 
tie with ribbon or elastic trim. 
Your favorite cookies
 can be given in a 
shoebox covered with holiday
 wrapping 
paper. Simply cover the box and 
lid sepa-
rately  and tie closed with a ribbon. 
Container Fillings
 
Now that those 
peanut  butter jars 
you've been saving all year  have 
been trans-
formed into festive containers, be 
creative 
with your filling. 
Warm 
up





or hot chocolate for those 
chilly evenings ahead. Be sure to attach a 
note
 to your gift jar to instruct on propor-
tions for serving. 
For the coffee and/or tea 
connoisseur on your list, buy 
exotic bulk 
teas and fresh ground coffee from a 
special-
ity store
 and label your jar accordingly. 
Fill your 
jar with homemade candy, col-
orful 
M&M's  or roasted nuts 
prepared  your-
self ( recipe 
below). Another fun 
gift  that's 
sure to please 
your Cracker Jack







to plan ahead and 
have several 
jars on hand 
to give to unexpected 
guests  
who drop in 
during













package  Wylers lemonade
 mix 
I tsp. 
each  cinnamon, 
cloves,
 all spice 
Mix 
well -to serve use







 ( 6 quarts popped corn) 
2 cups 
brown  sugar 
1 cup butter or 
margarine
 
1/2 cup light corn syrup 
1 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. 
baking  soda 





 directed. In saucepan,
 combine 
brown
 sugar, butter, 
syrup,  salt. Heat to 
boiling and 
cook




heat  and add baking soda.
 Stir hot 
syrup
 into popped corn 
and peanuts. Spread
 
on baking sheet. 
Bake  at 200 degrees 
Fahr-
enheit for one
 hour, stirring every 15 
min-
utes. 
Cool. Makes 6 
quarts.  
Salted  Nuts 
To blanch: Pour
 boiling water over 
al-
monds and let stand
 for 5 minutes or 
until  
skins are 
wrinkled.  Drain 
and  slip skins. 
Dry in oven 
before  using. 
To bake: Blanch 
or
 wash and drain. 
Spread moist nuts 
in single layer on a 
bak-
ing sheet. Sprinkle the
 nuts evenly with salt,
 
allowing 2 tsp,
 for one pound.
 Bake at 400 
degrees 







fry: Put a 
layer  of thoroughly
 
drained nuts in 
deep -fat fryer until 
golden  in 
color. Drain
 and salt. 
Sources: 
Place Mat 
purse  Sunset Christmas Ideas 
and Answers, 1979 
Closet Sachets  Family Circle, October 
1982 
Log Carrier  Better 
Homes  and Gardens 





continued from page 3 
Original poems
 are a 












but the gift -giving 
has al-
ready












 at the Interna-





will  be invited 
to


















Wherever  they go, 
now  
or in the 
future,
 they will 
take




their  global 
neighbors.


























































will  give you 
the special 
attention  you 
deserve
 at this 
busy time of year. Let 
us help 
you 
























Ladies  Rings 
Precious Topaz 


































 who learn 
to 
ski 
while  they are still 
youngchildren
 are less 
likely to have fears on 





















The young man stands atop the 
interme-
diate run, 
appropriately named "Twister," 
and stares, bewildered, at the rolling slopes 
that
 drop down below. 
It is the first time he has been skiing, 
and although he is proud of his accomplish-
ments thus far, he is nervous. He has
 skied 
beginner runs all day and has built up 
enough confidence to try the "Twister." But 
at  19. Ed's
 long legs and lanky body make 
the task difficult. 
As he watches other skiers zig zag out of 
sight, he creates an image in his mind of the 
path we wants to take. Unfortunately, he 
has 
misjudged  his own ability and starts off 
too fast. He is not experienced enough to 
slow down by cuttinr Aharply left or right, so 
he spreads his heels 
outward
 and points the 
tips of his skis together 
in the usual "snow 
plow" fashion 






















 why he 
fell, when 
a pair of 
small 
children buiz. past him with no poles and 
with what appears to be no effort at all. Ed 
just shakes his head in 
amazement, wonder-




 book, "Inner Skiing," 
Timothy
 
Gallwey and Bob Kriegel 
state  that it is eas-
ier for children to learn to ski because they 
do it with a different state of mind. They 
point out that adults tend to think more 
about 
what they are doing, whereas  "kids 
just do it.
 
"Children, when exposed to something 
new and fascinating, simply gawk, absorb-
ing the entire image without breaking it 
down into its separate parts. . . The adult, 
on the other hand, tends to see movement in 
terms of a series of stop-action poses which 
he then translates into a list of instructions 
to himself." 
Tom McMaster, a former Truckee High 
School ski coach who owns a house in 
Sun 
Valley
 , Idaho, agrees with this theory. He 
says that skiing seems to come 
naturally  to 
kids 
because  they are such good mimics and 
are tilefrOfore able to learn the 
basics  much 




 exposed to 
something  
new and fascinating simply 
gawk, ab-
sorbing  the entire image 
without  
breaking  down into its separate 
parts.' 
. 
. . The adults, on 
the other hand, 
tends to see 
movement  in terms of 
a 
series  of stop -action 
poses
 which he 
then 
translates  into a list of 
instruc-
tions to himself.' 
 Timothy 
Gallwey 
and  Bob Kriegel 





















































 graduate of 
San 
Francisco
 State University. 
He
 learned 
to ski at the 




 children to ski as soon as 
they learn to walk. 
Now 25, Deryk skied
 competitively at 
Truckee High School
 in Northern California,
 
and
 although he often 
skied four hours a 
day, seven 
days a week, he 
continued  to take 
lessons in high
 school. 
"A person should 
always take lessons," 
says 
Deryk,  "because 
you're
 never too good 
for 
them." 
It is obvious 
that
 the sooner a person
 
learns to ski
 and the more lessons 
he
 takes, 
the better chance he 
has of becoming an 
expert  skier. But what 
about
 people like Mc-
Master who
 do not have the 
opportunity
 to 
ski until adulthood? 
The authors
 of "Inner Skiing" say it 
makes  no difference how 
old  a person is so 
ong as he is 
able to overcome the fear 
of
 
skiing. They state 
that  unlike kids, adults 
tend  to have a preconceived idea 
of how to 
ski. This often creates fear and places an 
added 
constraint  on their abilities. 
To
 over-




"Just ski," they write. "Errors are 
an
 
integral  part of the learning process, even 
for experts. 
Regardless  of the level at which
 
you ski, you will make 
mistakes. What we 
need to eliminate is not the mistakes
 them-
selves, but our 
fear  of making them and the 
subsequent 


























































than two years ago when he faced the fear of 
skiing
 down a run he thought was too diffi-
cult for him. He skied it nonetheless. 
"I went 
up





crazy  skiers 
and  they took 
me 
on
 a run that 
was off 
limits.




 this big 










"It was steep but the snow was about
 
three feet deep, sot just jumped in and 
took  
a turn, adusted my balance and decided 
which 
way  I wanted to go. Once you've 
learned how to ski it's 
just mental attitude." 
If we 
compare
 this advice with the ac-
tions of our friend Ed, it is easy to trace the 
mistakes he made during his encounter with 
the "Twister"
 run. 







intermediate  run, it was 
natural  for him to 
feel nervous. 
But  because he had enough  
confidence
 in himself to attempt the run in 
the first place, he should of simply skied. 
Instead, he spent too much time
 contemplat-
ing how he would approach the slope. 
He 
started  too fast, 









 He lost 
his  balance, 
ct ossed
 his skies, 
and in a short
 time was 
sitting 











look  so 
easy. 
Now if he has the determination
 to try 
again, if he eliminates not the 
technical
 mis-
takes, but his fear of making them "and the 
subsequent judgments, criticism and 
anger," Ed will undoubtedly conquer
 his 




















































 Heavenly  
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5 Day Package  
155coo
 














































 to. at 
least not 
























snow in the 
mountains,






































 a few 
bucks,





skis.  If 
you're








 a few 
items and 











don't  vary 
too much 
from shop to 
shop. Reed's
 Ski Shop 
in San Jose 
offers a 
tuneup  for 
twenty  
dollars. 
Here's  what 
you  can 
expect











strips  all the 












 is to pre -file
 your skis. 
Reeds
 will run your 
skis over a 
machine  
specifically











it to the level




 your skis have





 Reeds will 
P-tex 
your bases
 as well. 
The 
P-tex is heated
 and dripped 
onto the 
base 
to fill the scrape
 left by that 
hidden  
obstacle.
 The P-tex is 
then scraped 
off  with 
a metal
 scraper and 
the  skis are 
ready
 to be 
run 
over the file 
machine  a second 
time.  
The second time




the bases and 
sharpen
 the edges. 
After 
the bases 
are  flattened to 
the level of the 
edges, the ski 
is turned on its edge
 and run 
over the 
machine to sharpen 
the running 
edge
 from tip 
to tail. 
After 
sharpening  your edges, 
it's 
important to dull the 
tip and tail of your skis 
to 
prevent
 catching an 
edge
 on turns. A light
 
going-over
 with a whetstone 
or a file will 
take 
the burrs off
 of the edges.
 
Reeds
 will then re -clean your 
bases  with 
solvent to remove 
any metal shavings the 
sharpening  left behind.
 
Your 
boards are then run 
over the hot 
wax 
machine.  Toko makes a 
machine
 with a 
rolling cylinder 
that lays a thin, even 
coat
 of 
wax on the base.
 The wax is then allowed
 to 
cool, and all but 
a thin layer is scraped off.
 
After most
 of the wax is removed,
 your 
skis are now ready 
to be corked. A block of 
cork rubbed 
briskly
 over the ski base 
will  
remove any 




friction  from the 
corking will 
slightly heat the
 base and cause 
the wax to 
adhere  to the 
base better. 
Now you're ready








 only the 
equipment
 is different. 
Start




don't  happen to 
have a supply








and grime, but a 
close scrpaing is needed
 to 
remove the old wax. 
Now you're ready 
to
 repair those spring 
skiing
 wounds with  a little P-tex. Pick up a 
few sticks from 
your
 local ski store. Any 
shop worth it's 
weight
 in yellow snow will 
have a healthy supply
 of P-tex, in a wide 
range of colors to match
 most ski bases. 
To start the process,
 light the end of the 
P-tex and wait for 
it to start dripping. Hold 
the P-tex over
 the scar in your base and let 
the molten
 P-tex to run into the gouge.
 Wait 




the excess P-tex. Several
 
aplications
 of P-tex may be necessary to 
completly  fill the groove. If your gouge is 
not too deep, the patch should hold. If it 
doesn't, invest 
in a new pair of skis. 
Your 
bases  are now ready 
for filing .If 
you 
don't happen to own a Toko Base/Edge 
filing machine, you can 
get the same results 
from a 8 mill bastard file. Set 
your skis 
facing base up across the backs 
of two 
chairs. With the file held at a 45 degree 
angle to the edges and
 laying flat on the 
base, slide the file with smooth, even
 
strokes, moving gradually from the ski tip 
towards the tail. 
Stick  with it, 
because  you might have to 
make several 
passes  to achieve a level
 base 
To check your 
progress,  run a ruler 
over  the 
length of the ski. 
Keep  an eye on the 
contact 
between the skis 
edge and the ruler.
 If any 
light
 shows between the
 two, keep filing 
because your 
bases  are still not level. 
Wipe your 
bases with a clean rag to 
remove any
 metal particles or 
shavings  
remaining
 on the 
base.  
Keep the skis 
laying  over the two 
chairs  
and spread plenty
 of newspaper 
beneath  to 
protect  the floor 
from the wax.
 Search the 
local garage 
sales and flea 
markets  for an 
old steam 
iron. Don't use 
your regular iron 
or 
you'll  spend the 
next several 
weeks  with a 
waxy build-up
 on your favorite
 dress shirt. 
Put







 over the 
skis  with the 
point down 
and 
press a brick of 
wax  against the flat
 of 
the 
iron.  Allow the 
wax to drip 
onto the ski 
base in 
small, even spots 
for the length of 
the ski. 





 wax for the tip 




Now  take the iron 
and  run it over the 
base in 











and  a few 
seconds
 too long in 
the same spot 
will turn 
your
 skis into 
perfect  grape
 stakes. 
The circles of wax will melt and 
gradually spread out to cover
 the entire 
base. When the entire ski is 
covered with an 
even coat of wax, the 
ski  is ready for 
scraping. 
Find a 
comfortable  position for yourself 
and the ski and start scraping. As in filing, 
it's important to scrape from the tip to the 
tail. Make 
several
 passes over the ski, 
scraping the excess wax away and leaving
 a 
thin layer to protect 
the base. 
If your skis 
have  a groove down the 
center
 of the base, remember to use a butter 
knife or dull screwdriver to clean the wax 
from the groove. Now take
 a chunck of cork 
and rub the bases briskly from tip 
to tail. A 
clean cloth
 will work fine if you don't have a 
cork.
 
If you sill have some cash left over after 
buying and preparing your skis, shell out 20 






Reeds Sport Shop's 
Chris Poulsen 
checks 
the ski base as he 
prpares 
to begin scraping 
(top).
 Above, he 
demonstrates the proper tech-
nique 
for flat filing 










































can  be done at home with an old 
iron
 and a brick of wax (top). Poulsen 
repairs
 
a ski base with a P-tex candle (far left). A 
Toko Flat
 Filing Machine 
is used to flat file 
the  
bases (left). Above,
 Poulsen applys a 
coat
 of 
wax using the Toko Mat
 Hot Waxing Machine.
 




















Renting a truck or 
trailer is no longer the 
only
 way to move 
economically. Now 




and guess work of 
organizing and mov-





called "U -don't -











The "U -don't -have -to -HAUL" system is a 
unique method of providing fast and 
reliable 
service that is 





you do is fill our specially designed con-
tainers with up to 500 lbs. of your personal 
belongings. Then deliver the container to your 
local 
Bekins
 agent, or we will come and get it 
for a small additional charge. You 
can  even 
load it at our place








our  heavy duty 




buckles  with one 
goal  in 
mind...total 






 there be 
external 
damage  to the 




 we include cargo
 protection of 
$.60  per 
pourad in 
our  rate. 
Additional  
coverage















 are a part of you,
 
and  it's our 
responsibility  to see 
that they 
arrive on time 
and intact. So your
 Bekins agent 
will  seal your 
container














stop in to 
see 
Beverley for 













 Clara (corner 
of
 Saratoga) 
243-7500
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